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P R E FA C E
It was fall 2013 when I joined the Ultrasound and Non-Destructive
Testing Laboratory at the University of Florence—or perhaps I should
say returned. At that time, a joint project with Thales Alenia Space
Italia was about to enter its final stage.
The aim of that project was to develop a system for monitoring the
structural health of aerospace-grade composite pressure vessels.
Starting from 2010 onwards, the research team in Florence had
shaped a set of tools (devices and techniques) to fulfill the two major
requirements: detection and localization of impacts between foreign
objects and the vessel surface, and damage assessment of the compo-
site material through guided-wave ultrasound inspection.
The electronics, however, were still lacking a definitive structure—
an architecture.
During the following months, it became clear that the architectural
challenge posed by a multi-channel ultrasound system that had to
interact with several sensors attached to a voluminous object was a
mere afterthought of the project: all the prototype electronics were
ultimately shoved into a box, and cables were run between that box
and the pressure vessel.
The shortcomings of a monolithic instrument became evident du-
ring the experimental phase: a bulky box with stiff cables was a he-
avy price to pay for monitoring less than a tenth of a square meter of
carbon-fiber composite.
A question came naturally: would it be possible to perform struc-
tural health monitoring without all that bulky hardware? The answer
was sensor networks.
The idea seemed extremely complex to realize right from the start,
as the electronics developed for the prototype system highlighted the
diversity of components needed for each sensor, and the amount of
integration envisaged for the electronics was staggering. Indeed, in
v
order to be truly applicable to different structures, each sensor node
needed to be nothing less than a mixed-signal system-on-chip.
Despite those bleak predictions, the possibility of performing struc-
tural health monitoring without needing bulky instrumentation and
complex harnessing was simply too intriguing to be discarded.
And thus was born project Pandora, which would constitute the
core of my Ph.D. activity for the following years. Texas Instruments
seemed interested in the idea and decided to fund and back the rese-
arch effort.
I am really grateful for the support and encouragement received
during the course of my work, from the people in Florence, Milan,
and Freising. Although I will not be making a list of names, I am
sure they know who they are.
I also feel like I need to make an apology to my parents and re-
latives, that despite my poor disposition were always there when I
needed them the most.
My biggest, lingering regret is not having been able to do more.
With hindsight, the project was simply too vast for a single person to
swiftly push forward, and many times it felt like I was cutting corners
to move ahead.
I dearly hope that the work I have done has been sufficient to lay
down sturdy foundations for the future of project Pandora.
Pietro Giannelli
January 18, 2018
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I N T R O D U C T I O N
Structural health monitoring, a discipline subset of non-destructive
testing and evaluation, deals with the assessment of the integrity of
objects and components throughout their operative life, with the in-
tent of increasing their safety and reliability, at the same time cutting
maintenance costs.
The overarching aim behind the work presented in this dissertation
is the development of wired sensor networks that can be deployed
on structures to perform health monitoring with minimum encum-
brance. This vision recognizes that the time is ripe to start working
on bringing structural health monitoring to the mass market with
stand-alone products: devices to keep under control the structural
integrity of critical components in many different application fields.
This dissertation presents the design of a modular electronic in-
strument with the specific goal of creating a testbench system. Such de-
vice will ease the investigation of structural health monitoring techni-
ques, at the same time allowing the improvement of the hardware
and software needed to implement them, a task made possible by its
modularity. This testbench system represents a first step towards the
development of the envisaged sensor network architecture.
The foundations of the work hereby presented lie in a long string
of research activities carried out in the past years at the Ultrasound
and Non-Destructive Testing (USCND) laboratory of the University
of Florence (Firenze, Italy), leading up to the design of a prototype
health monitoring apparatus for space-grade composite pressure ves-
sels commissioned by Thales Alenia Space Italia (Torino, Italy).
The experience maturated from said project suggested that a new,
more versatile and scalable hardware was needed to ease future rese-
arch efforts, including the possibility of fulfilling the vision of sensor
networks for structural health monitoring.
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A new project was thus started with the name Pandora, funded pri-
marily by Texas Instruments inc. (Dallas, TX, United States), under
which the current structural health monitoring research of the labora-
tory converged.
structure of the dissertation
This dissertation is divided in three parts. Given the heterogeneity of
the arguments covered in the various chapters, appropriate context
and bibliographical references on specific topics will be given in the
relevant sections.
The first part
.
introduces the topic of structural health monitoring,
and frames the inspection techniques, target structures, and transdu-
cers that defined the context around which all the work revolved.
The second
.
and third
.
parts are specific to the testbench system
electronics. Chapter 3
.
briefly describes the prototype SHM system
previously developed for Thales Alenia Space Italia. The remaining
chapters center on the architectural and hardware development done
under project Pandora.
Since the work presented in this dissertation does not cover the
entire design of the Pandora testbench system, which has not been
finished yet, the components that have reached a sufficient state of
completion are treated in Part II
.
, while Part III
.
describes those that
were planned.
original contributions
Within the context of designing the new testbench system, an effort
was done to improve several key aspects of structural health moni-
toring with guided-wave ultrasound, and thus provide the Pandora
architecture with state-of-the-art tools to accomplish its purpose.
The work especially focused on the following arguments:
• Ultrasonic guided-wave transducers
In Section 2.4
.
, a multi-functional transducer for guided-wave
ultrasound is presented. The new design expands the functio-
viii
nality of previous interdigital transducers by adding a circular
sensing element, and a resistive temperature device.
• Ultrasonic transducer driver
A multichannel, multilevel class-D arbitrary waveform genera-
tor for the 100 kHz–1 MHz bandwidth was designed and built
(Section 4.3.1
.
), along with the relative pulse-width modulation
scheme (Section 4.3.2
.
), and the FPGA core required to operate
the hardware (Section 4.3.3
.
).
• Receiver front-end electronics
Section 4.4
.
covers the development of an analog front-end with
swappable voltage-mode and charge-mode amplifiers. An im-
proved, fully-differential charge amplifier topology is presented
in Section 4.4.4
.
.
While some of these achievements represent ameliorations of existing
technologies—like the work done on multi-functional transducers
and the analog front-end—the ultrasound signal generation techni-
que based on a multilevel class-D architecture was devised from the
ground up, exploring an approach different from what is generally
done in the literature with multilevel pulsers.
ix
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Part I
S T R U C T U R A L H E A LT H M O N I T O R I N G W I T H
G U I D E D - WAV E U LT R A S O U N D

1
M O N I T O R I N G S T R U C T U R E S
Structural health monitoring (SHM) is an umbrella term that groups
together the methods adopted to evaluate the health (as in structural
integrity and degradation) of some object in a continual fashion, wit-
hout having to dismantle it (in-situ) [1
.
]. These kinds of techniques are
generally advantageous to plan the maintenance of systems that are
difficult (or even impossible) to access, or generally expensive to take
off-line for inspection.
Structural health monitoring is a field of study that intersects many
areas of science and engineering, both from the application and im-
plementation points of view. As a natural offspring of non-destructive
testing and evaluation (NDT & E), SHM has made its way into many
diverse applications, from civil infrastructure to rotating machinery,
from nuclear reactors to spacecrafts, with a vast range of techniques,
from fiber optics to ultrasound, from thermal imaging to impedance
metering.
The multidisciplinarity of SHM is so vast that people coming from
the most disparate backgrounds can give, and have given important
contributions to the advancement of the subject. While people with
a background in physics and mechanical engineering may be more
inclined to study the core topics of structural failures, and how to
detect them, there still remains a large amount of work related to the
instrumentation and systems that make SHM possible, which falls
into the domain of electronics and computer science.
1.1 structural health monitoring tasks
The main objectives that should be fulfilled by structural health mo-
nitoring can be summarized in a short list of macro-tasks:
1. Detection.
3
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2. Localization.
3. Identification (diagnosis).
4. Prediction (prognosis).
The ordering of the above list is important, as each one of those tasks
builds on top of the information provided by the previous, resulting
in a rapid grow of complexity as additional functionality is built into
a SHM system. A brief description of the tasks is provided in the
following paragraphs.
detection The first and foremost objective of SHM is to detect
whether the integrity of the target structure is being compromised in
any way, which can be done following two complementary approa-
ches:
• Passive-mode is the detection of structural responses to various
kinds of uncontrolled stimuli, performed through continuous
listening for certain signals coming from the structure. For in-
stance, the detection of impacts between the target structure
and external objects is a form of passive-mode SHM.
• Active-mode, on the other hand, requires the direct stimulation
of the target structure with the intent of identifying structu-
ral changes, which may be indicators of health degradation. In
guided-wave SHM, active-mode is generally performed with a
pitch-catch setup: an ultrasound signal is transmitted through
the structure, received, and subsequently analyzed.
localization Precisely identifying the position where the struc-
ture has been compromised logically follows from the previous task.
Localization can indeed be performed on both passive and active-
mode data, obtaining two very different pieces of information: in
passive-mode, the position of a detected event is determined, while in
active-mode the position of a detected structural change is returned.
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identification and prediction The information provided
by the detection and localization tasks can be merged and further
processed to reach certain conclusions on the nature of the structural
change that has occurred.
After the damage experienced by the structure has been precisely
identified (if it was a damage at all), the expected lifetime and relia-
bility of the structure can be evaluated with this new data, obtaining
prognostic information.
Ideally, a complete SHM system should strive to cover all the points
listed above.
The early design stages of a SHM system for research purposes
are, however, much limited in scope, as the designer cannot really
predict what the final requirements for identification and prediction
will amount to. A testbench system should thus provide the enabling
tools to perform an unhindered research activity, even by resorting to
an over-designed hardware.
1.2 ultrasonic guided-wave inspection
One of the techniques with which SHM can be performed is the so-
called ultrasonic guided-wave inspection, that involves the adoption of
mechanical waves propagating along a structure, guided by its boun-
daries. Various types of guided waves exist, arising from the varie-
gated composition of bulk waves traveling within structures of ap-
propriate geometry, along with many different methods to artificially
generate, and sense them.
In general, the advantage of using guided-waves arises from their
ability to travel along objects, even for long distances, following their
geometry without the need of a scanning action, and reaching places
that may be otherwise unaccessible [2
.
].
Guided-wave SHM has received considerable interest from the
scientific community, such that the production in the field has re-
ached an impressive volume, prompting the publication of several
review papers over the years [3
.
–5
.
].
6 monitoring structures
The contents of this dissertation are centered on a very specific
branch of guided-wave SHM that uses Lamb waves to inspect plate-
like structures.
Lamb waves get their name from Horace Lamb, an English app-
lied mathematician who formulated and published their description
a hundred years ago [6
.
]. The propagation of these particular flavor of
guided-waves is supported by plates of elastic material, that is, within
homogeneous, thin solid objects having two well-defined parallel pla-
nar boundaries. During the years, the original theory has been gene-
ralized to encompass various kinds of plate-like structures, including
curved shells, thin-wall pipes, multi-layered laminate structures, and
so on.
The two characteristic equations of Lamb waves are reported in
Equation 1.1
.
(symmetric modes), and Equation 1.2
.
(antisymmetric
modes).
tan(ph)
tan(qh)
= −
4κ2pq
(q2 − κ2)
2
(1.1)
tan(ph)
tan(qh)
= −
(
q2 − κ2
)2
4κ2pq
(1.2)
Where the waveguide boundary is defined by its thickness t (h =
t/2), κ = ω/cp is the wavenumber, ω is the angular frequency, cp
is the phase velocity of the Lamb wave mode, p2 = ω2/c2l − κ
2 and
q2 = ω2/c2t − κ
2. cl and ct represent the longitudinal and transverse
(shear) wave velocity in the guiding medium.
The characteristic equations 1.1
.
and 1.2
.
describe two sets of guided
modes that are intrinsically dispersive, and can be numerically solved
for cp to obtain a dispersion curve plot.
As an example, the Lamb wave dispersion curves of an uniform
aluminum plate were calculated using the LAMB toolbox1 [7
.
]. The
real solutions, plotted in the wavenumber domain in Figure 1.1
.
, show
the existence of several symmetric and antisymmetric modes. It can
1 The LAMB toolbox is available at https://www.mathworks.com/matlabcentral/
fileexchange/28367-the-lamb-toolbox
.
.
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be observed that a cutoff wavenumber exists below which only the
zeroth order modes propagate, with diverging phase velocities.
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Figure 1.1: Lamb wave dispersion curves calculated for an homogeneous
aluminum plate.
The S0 and A0 can be graphically represented with their longi-
tudinal (along the wavevector) and normal (along the waveguide
thickness) displacements as in Figure 1.2
.
.
S0 mode A0 mode
t
Figure 1.2: Displacement of the zeroth order Lamb wave modes.
1.3 current trends in guided-wave shm
Guided waves, and especially Lamb waves, represent an interesting
way to perform structural health monitoring because their propaga-
tion is affected in a measurable fashion by the most common superfi-
cial and bulk defects encountered in plate-like structures [8
.
–10
.
].
8 monitoring structures
The interaction of guided waves with material defects in compo-
site laminates, such as delaminations [11
.
–15
.
] and debondings [16
.
],
has been studied extensively by the scientific community, with some
works focusing specifically on damage resulting from impacts with
foreign bodies [17
.
, 18
.
].
Guided waves can be used to perform both passive and active-
mode monitoring, as long as the transducers and electronics allow
duplexed operation. Monitoring is enacted by rigging the target struc-
ture with a certain amount of guided-wave transducers, either atta-
ched to the surface, or embedded, thus creating what is generally cal-
led a smart structure: a multi-channel electronic system is then needed
to interface and operate all the transducers. Numerous SHM designs
of this sort have been published [19
.
–23
.
].
On the algorithmic side, an interesting trend in guided-wave SHM
is represented by the adoption of wavelet-based techniques, which
allow the simultaneous analysis of non-stationary ultrasonic signals
in both the time and frequency domains [24
.
–26
.
].
So far, several works exploiting wavelet analysis have been publis-
hed on topics like active-mode damage detection [27
.
–29
.
], Lamb wave
mode identification [30
.
], impact localization [31
.
], and pipe inspection
[32
.
].
1.4 target structures and environments
Today, with the increasing adoption of composites as structural mate-
rials in many fields of engineering, the task of assessing the health of
such components has become crucial to ensure the continued safety
and reliability of the most advanced designs.
Pressure vessels (PVs) are one of the engineering structures that
benefit most from the adoption of composites. Historically, pressure
vessels have been entirely made of metal until the seventies, when
NASA introduced the first composite pressure vessels (CPVs) for ci-
vilian use (as part of the firefighters breathing system program). CPVs
were originally developed by NASA during the Apollo program [33
.
].
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Type I All-metal vessel
Type II Metal vessel with added fiber hoop wrapping
Type III Metal liner with full composite overwrapping (liner is
non-structural)
Type IV High-density polymer liner with full composite over-
wrapping (liner is non-structural)
Type V Liner-less, full composite construction
Table 1.1: Classification of pressure vessels.
The single most important advantage of using CPVs over regular,
metal vessels is the considerable reduction of weight for the same
operating pressure rating [34
.
]. Weight reduction is essential to incre-
ase fuel efficiency (and reduce inertia) in automotive, transportation,
and aerospace applications. Several CPV designs are possible, with
increasing composite content: Table 1.1
.
lists the current classification
of pressure vessel technologies.
Unfortunately, CPVs also present several drawbacks related to their
complexity: designing them is difficult, construction is expensive, and
failure modes are very different from metal vessels. Moreover, as
CPVs made their way into the market as reusable components, con-
cerns about their testing procedures and expected lifetime had to be
addresses [35
.
, 36
.
].
Providing an adequate and cost-effective health monitoring techno-
logy for composite pressure vessels could potentially extend their
useful life, cut maintenance costs, and greatly increase their safety.
However, the problems associated with the development of such a
technology are not only related to our current knowledge of compo-
site materials, but also to the difficulties of performing monitoring
tasks in potentially adverse environments.
Special qualification requirements already exist to ensure a safe
and reliable operation of electronic systems and devices in the au-
tomotive and aerospace sectors. Complying with these regulations
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is fundamental for the SHM system itself, but unfortunately insuf-
ficient to guarantee that it provides correct information at all times,
as monitoring algorithms also need to be made resilient to changing
environmental conditions [37
.
–40
.
].
1.5 past projects
The research work done at the Ultrasound and Non-Destructive Tes-
ting Laboratory in the field of structural health monitoring has been
mostly oriented towards the identification of damage in carbon fiber
reinforced polymers (CFRP) [41
.
–43
.
].
The activities led to the design of a proof-of-concept SHM system
for spaceborne composite pressure vessels that performed impact
detection and localization (passive-mode) and damage assessment
(active-mode) with Lamb waves [44
.
–47
.
]. The system is described in
Chapter 3
.
.
2
L A M B WAV E T R A N S D U C E R S
There are a plethora of different ways to excite and receive Lamb
waves on a plate-like waveguide [48
.
, ch. 3]. One of the most com-
mon (even from a historical perspective) is the adoption of ultrasonic
transducers with adjustable-angle wedge coupling [12
.
, 49
.
, 50
.
], which
can also be liquid [51
.
]. Similarly bulky devices used in the field are
Hertzian contact transducers [52
.
].
Non-contact methods have also been extensively studied, including
air coupling [7
.
, 53
.
–55
.
], electromagnetic acoustic transducers (EMATs)
[56
.
–58
.
], and laser-based techniques [55
.
, 59
.
, 60
.
].
Capacitive micro-machined ultrasonic transducers (CMUTs) have
also been recently applied to the generation and reception of Lamb
waves [61
.
], although their usage is currently restricted to the propa-
gation in silicon substrates.
In the context of this work, the most interesting transducer techno-
logies are represented by low-profile devices, such as interdigital
transducers (IDTs), which will be treated in Section 2.3
.
, piezoelectric
wafer transducers [62
.
, 63
.
], and Lamb wave transducers made with
macro-fiber composite materials (MFC) [64
.
, 65
.
].
Lamb wave transducers intended for permanent installation on
composite pressure vessels need to abide some demanding operative
conditions both related to the structure itself, and to the external en-
vironment. They also need to be unobtrusive, as space is generally a
premium in the applications where CPVs are adopted (transportation,
automotive, and aerospace), and possibly inexpensive.
From a SHM standpoint, one of the main problems associated with
pressure vessels is their inflation / deflation cycles, which result in
varying degrees of mechanical deformation of the structure to which
the ultrasonic transducers are coupled. The ability to withstand such
fatigue is indeed one of the requirements when choosing the transdu-
cer technology for this specific application.
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Piezoelectric ceramics are widely adopted to make ultrasonic trans-
ducers but unfortunately they fall short in resisting to continuous
stress and strain due to their brittleness. The intrinsic elasticity of
polymer-based materials, on the other hand, is the main reason that
led to the adoption of piezoelectric polymers in this work.
2.1 pvdf and its copolymers
Polyvinylidene fluoride (PVDF) is an electroactive polymer that has
been in use as piezoelectric material in the field of ultrasonics since
the early 70’s, after the initial discovery of its piezoelectric properties
in 1969 [66
.
]. PVDF and its copolymers have been the subject of exten-
sive research through the years, summarized in a few review papers
[67
.
–70
.
].
Bulk PVDF does not present piezoelectric properties, as it natu-
rally exhibits a predominance of α-phase structure with randomly
oriented dipole moments. A two-fold process involving mechanical
stretching, to transition the crystalline structure to β-phase, and the
application of a strong electric field, to align the dipole moments, is
needed to obtain a strong piezoelectric behavior [71
.
, 72
.
].
It is useful to contextualize some of the properties of PVDF with
reference to lead zirconate titanate (PZT), a widely adopted ferroelec-
tric ceramic material. Such comparison can be found multiple times
in the numerous papers cited throughout this section, but it can be
boiled down to the parameters reported in Table 2.1
.
.
Besides the lower dielectric constant, and the consequential hig-
her impedance with respect to piezo-ceramics, one of the main draw-
backs of poled PVDF is its very poor resistance to high temperatures.
Piezoelectric materials have a characteristic temperature at which
all polarization is irreversibly lost: the Curie temperature (TC, a term
borrowed from magnetism). In practice, however, the degradation in
piezoelectric performance starts well before reaching TC, for material
depolarization is a process accelerated by heat.
Pure PVDF has a TC of around 200°C (this is an extrapolated value,
as it is above the melting point), but its piezoelectric constants start
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bi-axial pvdf pzt5a3
Dielectric constant κ33 13–22 1936
κ31 13–22 1616
Coupling coefficient kt 0.1–0.15 0.48
kp 0.62
Piezoelectric coefficient [pC/N] d33 13–22 485
d32 6–10
d31 6–10 123
Maximum use temperature [°C] Tmax 90 175
Table 2.1: Comparison of the properties of a commercial poled PVDF film
[73
.
] against a commercial PZT ceramic [74
.
].
to noticeably degrade at much lower temperature [75
.
]. In fact, manu-
facturers suggest to never subject poled PVDF to temperatures above
75–90°C.
PVDF copolymers have been developed that present increased tem-
perature stability. In particular, PVDF with added trifluoroethylene,
or P(VDF-TrFE), can be used at temperatures up to 100°C, albeit its
piezoelectric coefficients are not necessarily better that PVDF (perfor-
mance is strongly dependent on the molar ratio and manufacturing
process) [69
.
, 76
.
–78
.
].
The development of P(VDF-TrFE) also addressed the problem of
crystalline structure, as certain molar compositions present a signifi-
cant prevalence of β-phase, and therefore do not require mechanical
stretching during the manufacturing process [79
.
–81
.
].
In recent years, significant research effort has been directed toward
the improvement of the piezoelectric performance of PVDF copoly-
mers by merging them with other components. Works have been pu-
blished about P(VDF-TrFE) composites made with graphene oxide
[82
.
], zinc oxide [83
.
], lead zirconate titanate [84
.
], and barium titanate
[85
.
] to name a few.
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The applicability of piezoelectric polymers to SHM systems opera-
ting in challenging environments has been studied in a few publicati-
ons [86
.
, 87
.
].
2.2 unwanted excitation sources
While PVDF films are used in structural health monitoring applicati-
ons for their piezoelectric response, the material itself generates elec-
trical signals also when exposed to other kinds of stimuli unrelated
to ultrasonic guided waves. These unwanted signals can, in certain
scenarios, degrade the signal-to-noise ratio of the system.
The main sources of noise captured by piezoelectric sensors ori-
ginate from environmental vibrations conducted by the structure to
which the sensor is coupled, its electrical cabling, or even the fluid in
which the structure is immersed (e. g. air-coupled sound waves). The
disruptive influence of vibrations on a guided-wave SHM system is
strictly dependent on the application: civil, industrial, and vehicular
structures are all prone to experience vibrations of different ampli-
tude and spectral content.
A distinction, however, needs to be made between active and pas-
sive SHM (introduced in Section 1.1
.
). In active mode, damage de-
tection is performed with a defined inspection signal and timing,
such that the system can be tailored to avoid the interference of
known vibration sources. In passive mode, on the other hand, signals
pertaining to the actual monitoring task may end up buried in irre-
levant vibrations, making the detection process much more difficult,
especially if the system is operating broadband.
Other potentially unwanted signal sources in PVDF sensors are
of thermal origin, for the material also presents a strong pyroelec-
tric response [71
.
]. Due to this property, and its capability to absorb
long-wavelength infrared radiation (LWIR) [88
.
], PVDF has been ex-
tensively used in motion detectors, imaging [89
.
, sec. 4.4], and laser
beam characterization [90
.
].
Fortunately, the pyroelectric response of a PVDF film is slow and
relevant only at frequencies well below those of interest for guided-
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wave ultrasound (see for instance the results published in [91
.
–93
.
], all
obtained with PVDF films thinner than those adopted in this work).
Moreover, sensor encapsulation and coupling add thermal mass to
PVDF film transducers used in SHM, further increasing their thermal
time constant.
2.3 interdigital transducers
Interdigital transducers for guided Lamb wave applications are con-
stituted by a sheet (or thin plate) of piezoelectric material equipped
with electrodes on the surface: at least one side must host two sets of
interleaved comb electrodes with separate connections, while the ot-
her may present either a ground plane, another pattern of electrodes,
or nothing at all (although it is good practice to provide a reference
plane).
The exploded view of a generic IDT is shown in Figure 2.1
.
, where
the geometrical parameters are also defined. The transducer has one
side coupled to the guiding medium (a plate-like structure) or, in
certain cases, can be embedded [42
.
]. The adoption of a backing layer
on top of the transducer is also an option.
electrodes
piezoelectric sheet
bonding layer
bonding layer
ground plane
coupling layer
A
pF
w
+ -
Figure 2.1: Exploded view of an interdigital transducer.
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The two sets of comb electrodes are generally assumed to operate
with 180°-out-of-phase signals (both in transmission and reception),
such that the transducer provides a geometrical wavelength selecti-
vity connected to the finger pitch.
Initial theoretical and practical developments of IDT transducers
for Lamb waves were published in [94
.
–97
.
], where the basics of their
operation are explained. In brief, IDTs are geometrically designed in
the wavenumber domain to obtain a certain mode selectivity speci-
fic to the dispersion curves of the guiding medium to which they
are going to be coupled. The finger pitch pF determines the peak re-
sponse at the wavelength λGW = 1/pF, that in turn corresponds to a
specific set of Lamb mode frequencies supported by the target struc-
ture.
The length A of the electrodes defines the in-plane collimation of
the two Lamb wave beams emitted along the longitudinal axis of
the IDT pattern. If the beam divergence angle γ is defined as the
position of the first local minima of the main lobe, it was shown in
[98
.
] that Equation 2.1
.
well fits the divergence angle generated by a
single finger of width A. In the same work, it was also shown that
the number of finger does not influence the divergence angle, but
only the amplitude of the lobes.
γ = sin−1
(
λGW
A
)
(2.1)
The effect of finger width W can be studied by performing the spatial
Fourier transform of the electrode pattern [96
.
, 99
.
]. In general, enlar-
ging W boosts the response to the fundamental wavelength (i. e., at
λGW), but its effects at shorter wavelengths need to be carefully ana-
lyzed if higher-order harmonics are of interest. Aside from the acou-
stical effects, finger width and length also determine the electrical
capacitance of the transducer.
Piezopolymer film IDTs conjugate the broadband response of the
piezoelectric material with the geometrical wavelength selectivity of
the electrodes, meaning that the excitation signal can be adjusted to
follow the optimal wavelength without having to worry about mecha-
nical resonances of the piezoelectric material itself [100
.
].
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When the transducers are operated at a frequency·thickness lower
than the cutoff of 1+ order Lamb modes, only two modes can pro-
pagate: the zeroth order antisymmetric (A0) and symmetric (S0). In
this condition, it is generally easier to discriminate the wave packets
belonging to the two modes, as their phase velocities can be largely
different, and one of the two will be attenuated by the IDT geometry.
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Figure 2.2: Low frequency dispersion curves calculated for an aluminum
plate.
If the target waveguide is known beforehand, its Lamb wave disper-
sion curves can be computed and used to determine the finger pitch
pF required to boost the sensitivity to a specific mode at a certain
frequency. This can be done graphically by taking the dispersion plot
in the range of interest (e. g., the plot for aluminum plates shown in
Figure 2.2
.
), and drawing a line connecting the origin with the target
frequency point on the mode dispersion curve: the slope of this line
determines the optimal finger pitch.
Several aspects of IDTs have been studied and published that spe-
cifically apply to the field of guided-wave SHM. Analytical modeling
of Lamb wave generation using (piezoceramic-based) IDTs was origi-
nally published in [101
.
]. A theory of mode excitation with IDTs spe-
cific to composite laminate plates was developed in [102
.
, 103
.
], while
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a numerical analysis approach was presented in [104
.
]. Lamb wave
generation with graded IDTs was studied in [105
.
].
Though this dissertation focuses on IDTs made with piezopolymer
films, transducers based on macro-fiber composite (MFC) materials
have also been proposed [64
.
, 106
.
, 107
.
], representing one of the most
recent developments in the field.
IDTs developed at USCND present a significant difference from
those published by other research teams, in that they are manufactu-
red via laser etching, starting from metal-coated—usually with Pt-Au,
or Cr-Au alloys—poled PVDF sheets [42
.
, 99
.
]. Since PVDF is mostly
transparent to the laser beam, it does not heat up considerably du-
ring the etching process, and the laser passes through the polymer
etching the back side metalization as well. Therefore, the process re-
sults in having an identical electrode pattern on both sides of the
PVDF.
The piezoelectric polymer films used throughout the previous and
current research activities were purchased form Piézotech S.A.S.1 and
Precision Acoustics Ltd.2.
The improved IDT described in the following sections represents
a direct continuation of a previous design [41
.
, 43
.
, 44
.
], which was
also successfully adopted in the SHM system described in Chapter 3
.
[47
.
]. When used in active mode, those transducers were operated
with burst signals within the 100 kHz–1 MHz range that, after being
fine-tuned to the waveguide material, was found to provide a reaso-
nable trade-off between Lamb wave resolution and attenuation. The
100 kHz–1 MHz bandwidth was carried over to the testbench system
described later in this dissertation.
Since the thickness of the piezopolymer film is t = 110µm, and the
longitudinal wave velocity in PVDF is cl ≈ 2200m/s the fundamental
thickness-mode resonance frequency ftr can be calculated as in [108
.
]:
ftr =
cl
2t
≈ 10MHz (2.2)
1 Piézotech S.A.S., F-68220 Hesingue, France; website: http://www.piezotech.eu
.
.
2 Precision Acoustics Ltd., Dorset DT2 8QH, United Kingdom; website: https://www.
acoustics.co.uk/
.
.
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Which is well above the specified operating frequency range.
2.4 a multifunctional device
The possibility to etch an arbitrary pattern on the metal coating of the
piezopolymer film constituted an enabling technology for including
different sensing elements on the same film.
Two additional sensory patterns have been etched alongside the
IDT electrodes on the same PVDF film device: a 1/4” circular ele-
ment (another piezoelectric sensor), and a resistive temperature de-
vice (RTD). The picture of one transducer including all the three pat-
terns is shown in Figure 2.3
.
alongside a dimensional drawing.
(a)
6.5mm
43mm
24mm
3.7mm
8mm
RTD trace
250 m wide
93mm long
(b)
Figure 2.3: Multifunctional IDT: (a) picture; (b) dimensional drawing.
2.4.1 The Interdigital Pattern
The interdigital pattern etched on this transducer retained the previ-
ously used finger pitch pF=8 mm and aperture, but the width was
expanded to cover all the available inter-finger spacing to maximize
both the transducer response to the fundamental wavelength, and its
capacitance.
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idt capacitance The interdigital capacitance was measured on
a free-hanging transducer (uncoupled to other structures) using a
Keysight 4284A RCL meter, and the results are plotted in Figure 2.4
.
.
This measurement includes the contribution of all the fingers con-
nected in parallel, as well as the stray capacitance belonging to the
electrode access traces that connect the fingers together.
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Figure 2.4: Measured capacitance of the interdigital pattern.
2.4.2 The Circular Piezoelectric Element
IDTs present some advantages for guided-wave inspection, like di-
rectionality and wavelength selectivity, that may be become deficien-
cies in certain scenarios.
When performing impact detection and localization, for instance,
using non-selective sensors with axisymmetric geometry distributed
over the structure allows collecting acoustic emission (AE) signals
without affecting their information content [21
.
, 109
.
]. The assumption
of sensor omni-directionality is generally taken for granted in acou-
stic source localization problems on plate-like structures, whether the
source is an impact event, or the energy released during material al-
teration [110
.
].
Some companies have specialized in providing patch piezoelectric
sensors that can be used to perform acoustic source localization, like
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Acellent and Physik Instrumente. Specifically, the diameter of Acel-
lent’s SML-SP-1/4-* PZT sensor (1/4”, or 6.35 mm) was used as refe-
rence to draw the circular element of the design hereby presented.
The first experimental application of the circular element part of
this multifunctional piezopolymer transducer was to perform impact
localization on a carbon-fiber laminate sheet [111
.
].
sensor capacitance The circular element capacitance was me-
asured on a free-hanging transducer using a Keysight 4284A RCL
meter, the results are plotted in Figure 2.5
.
. Similarly to the IDT capa-
citance measured above, this result also includes the stray capacitance
of the electrode access traces.
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Figure 2.5: Measured capacitance of the circular piezoelectric element.
sensitivity comparison The performance of the circular pie-
zoelectric element as a Lamb wave receiver were evaluated by compa-
ring it to a PZT device of similar active area, the Physik Instrumente
P-876.SP1.
The two sensors were taped side-by-side to an aluminum plate 1.2
mm thick, with a third transducer used as transmitter and placed
at a distance of 200 mm from both. A Morlet wavelet centered at 250
kHz was transmitted, and the response signal was received from both
sensors using the same pre-amplifier (an instrumentation amplifier
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with a gain of 78 dB @ 250 kHz). The acquired traces are plotted in
Figure 2.6
.
.
The plot shows that, as expected from the piezoelectric properties
of the materials, the circular element sensitivity is much lower than
that of the PZT device. Such a wide difference, however, may not be
a problem in impact detection applications, where signals tend to be
rather large.
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Figure 2.6: Experimental sensitivity comparison of the circular element with
a commercial PZT sensor of similar size: (a) transmitted Morlet
(central frequency 250 kHz); (b) signals received from the two
sensors.
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2.4.3 The Resistive Temperature Device
The resistive temperature device (RTD) was included with the aim
of providing local temperature sensing of the structure under test,
which is a particularly important information when performing SHM
with guided-waves [38
.
–40
.
, 112
.
, 113
.
].
A 250 µm-wide trace was etched on the Cr-Au coating, running
along the perimeter of the piezoelectric film: with a length of 93 mm,
the end-to-end resistance of the trace amounted to ~350 Ω at room
temperature.
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Figure 2.7: Relative resistance change over temperature of the RTD embed-
ded into the multifunctional IDT.
Preliminary measurements in an industrial oven resulted in the
temperature characteristic of Figure 2.7
.
, shown together with the li-
nearized curve of a PT100. These measurements were performed with
the device left free-hanging, and did not account for thermal dilation
of the PVDF substrate, which has a linear thermal expansion coeffi-
cient of about 130× 10−6 K-1.
Transducer straining is indeed a common expected occurrence in
real-world applications, especially when they are installed on pres-
sure vessels subjected to frequent inflation and deflation cycles.
Another experiment was then set up to evaluate the gage factor
GF = (∆R/R) / (∆L/L) of the metal coating when the PVDF was sub-
jected to a controlled elongation at constant temperature.
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Three strips of piezopolymer material with different geometry
were cut and strained using the micro-positioner fixture shown in
Figure 2.8
.
: it was expected that they would all yield a similar GF.
(a) (b)
Figure 2.8: Gage factor measurement: (a) micro-positioner test fixture; (b)
one of the PVDF sample strips.
The results of Figure 2.9
.
, unfortunately, paint an unsatisfactory pic-
ture. With such a huge difference in gage factor between the three
samples, the proposed RTD sensor is not a really promising solution.
The poor strain performance are however understandable, as the de-
position of uniform metal-coatings on piezoelectric PVDF films, ha-
ving repeatable characteristics, is not really a primary concern of the
manufacturers at this time (several metal coatings techniques have
been analyzed in [114
.
]).
As a side result of the GF measurements, it was observed that one
of the PVDF samples became plastic at a relative strain smaller that
the other two (the red trace of Figure 2.9
.
, which stops at a relative
strain lower that the others).
That sample was also the only one of the three that had been sub-
jected to laser etching. So far there has been no further investigation
on the matter, however this behavior indicates that laser etching af-
fects the piezopolymer material, after all.
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Figure 2.9: Measured gage factor of the metal coating on three PVDF sample
strips. Dimensions of the samples are indicated in the legend.
2.5 multi-element idt
One of the limitations of interdigital transducers is that, once the geo-
metry of the electrodes has been set during the manufacturing phase,
their selectivity becomes tied to a specific wavelength. The correspon-
ding peak frequency response is thus defined by the interception of
the guiding medium dispersion curves with the IDT’s own finger
pitch.
While adapting the drive frequency of the transducer to match the
wavelength is generally not a problem (as long as the transmission
system supports broadband operation), this takes away a great deal
of versatility from IDTs.
The problem of adjusting the wavelength selectivity of IDTs after
manufacturing has been addressed before in the literature. In [106
.
,
107
.
], the authors proposed a fine-pitched IDT with independent fin-
gers that could be reconfigured by changing the interconnection of
the electrodes. A similar, fine-pitched geometry was also proposed in
[115
.
, 116
.
], but in that case every finger was individually driven with
a time-delayed replica of the same signal, and incoming signals from
each finger were received independently.
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The latter approach seems more promising but requires a signifi-
cant increase of complexity in the electronics and signal processing
domains. Also, individually receiving the signals from each finger is
bound to result in a significant SNR degradation.
Apart from the papers specific to IDTs cited above, the generation
of Lamb waves using time-delay periodic arrays has been studied in
[117
.
], and a large number of relevant works have been published on
transducer arrays for ultrasound guided-waves [118
.
–122
.
].
(a)
4mm7.75mm
24.5mm
32.4mm
¼
contact
5mm
(b)
Figure 2.10: Multi-element IDT: (a) picture; (b) dimensional drawing.
A prototypical variation of the multifunctional IDT presented in
Section 2.4
.
was designed and manufactured with independent elec-
trode connections, but retaining the original patterning (6 finger pairs
plus one circular element). This multi-element IDT is shown in Fi-
gure 2.10
.
, note that the RTD has been scrapped from this design due
to the poor performance highlighted in Section 2.4.3
.
.
The new geometry required moving the connectors to the long side
of the piezopolymer film for easier access to the electrodes, which in
turn required the segmentation of the PCB clamps, as the active film
would have been difficult to attach to curved surfaces otherwise.
Prototypes of the multi-element IDT are still in an early testing
stage and thus no results can be presented here.
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2.6 coupling the transducers
A firm coupling of the transducers to the target structure surface is
paramount to obtain maximum energy transfer in transmission and
reception. However, the ability to attach and detach the transducers
at will is arguably more important during laboratory experimental
phases.
In the latter case, using double-sided tape as coupling medium has
proven to be an acceptable solution, as long as the target surface is
sufficiently slick and clean (polished aluminum is a good example).
Unfortunately, as the surface grows in roughness, tapes with carriers
become incapable of maintaining a good adhesion (especially for pro-
longed periods): in those circumstances, an alternative but still tempo-
rary solution might be represented by transfer tapes (i. e.,carrier-less
adhesive).
The best mechanical coupling was achieved with permanent bon-
ding through epoxy paste adhesive. Figure 2.11
.
shows the pictures of
two linear IDT arrays bonded to the surface of a filament-wound com-
posite pressure vessel using the Henkel Hysol EA 9394. This epoxy
can be cured at room temperature, and is therefore compatible with
transducers.
The setup of Figure 2.11
.
was part of the SHM system presented in
Chapter 3
.
.
2.7 pvdf-in-flex and other solutions
The current transducer design and fabrication, with the electrodes
etched directly on the metal coating of the PVDF film, adopts me-
chanical clamping to provide the electrical interconnections between
external cables and the electrodes. Two circuit boards with proper
copper pad layout are riveted around one end of the piezopolymer
film, creating pressure connections with the pads etched on the me-
tal coating of the film. Connectors and wires are then soldered to the
PCBs.
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(a) (b)
Figure 2.11: Picture of two IDT arrays bonded with epoxy paste adhesive on
a COPV: (a) entire picture; (b) detail.
Although direct soldering of the lead wires on PVDF is clearly not
possible, as it would melt the film, other solutions have been success-
fully used to create good electrical contacts (or the electrodes themsel-
ves, if using non-coated PVDF), like conductive glues and inks [114
.
,
123
.
].
A different approach to building PVDF sensors that was briefly
investigated during the course of this work was completely encasing
the piezopolymer film within a flexible circuit made with standard
polyimide film.
The idea was to insert an uncoated PVDF film between two flex
PCB layers having the electrodes etched on copper (like standard ci-
rcuit traces), using a couple of adhesive sheets to bond together the
three layers. This stack-up is illustrated in Figure 2.12
.
.
An important goal of this stack-up was retaining sensor flexibility,
which automatically ruled out the adoption of rigid epoxy paste adhe-
sives such as those used in Section 2.6
.
, even though they had proved
to be a good bonding agent for the permanent installation of PVDF
transducers.
Since the adhesive layer is interposed between the copper electro-
des and the PVDF, it will obviously reduce the electric field applied
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Poled 110μm PVDF
Pyralux LF 0100
Acrylic Adhesive
Pyralux LF 0100
Acrylic Adhesive
Pyralux AC 182500R
Pyralux AC 182500R
Copper Electrodes
Copper Electrodes
Piezo-Active Film
Top Flex Circuit
Bottom Flex Circuit
Figure 2.12: Stack-up of a piezoelectric PVDF transducer embedded in a flex
circuit.
to the piezoelectric material. Therefore, the adhesive thickness and
its dielectric properties need to be carefully controlled. Even so, this
drawback may represent an acceptable trade-off when compared to
the possibility of designing an arbitrary electrode pattern directly on
copper.
Standard flex circuit assembly technologies are incompatible with
PVDF, as they involve high-temperature lamination (usually above
180°C). Low-temperature bonding between PVDF and a circuit board,
however, was achieved successfully using an acrylic adhesive in [124
.
].
Preliminary bonding tests were performed with an acrylic-based
adhesive used for flex circuit assembly (DuPont Pyralux LF sheet
adhesive3, code LF0100), which had two important advantages: its
thickness was known (25 µm), as well as its dielectric constant (3.6–4).
A non-pretreated [125
.
], bare, 110 µm thick PVDF film clipping was
clamped in a vise together with sheet adhesive and a copper-clad
polyimide sheet (DuPont Pyralux AC 182500R4), and placed for 24
hours in an oven at 60°C.
Unfortunately the adhesive did not activate at this low temperature.
Further tests were repeated for longer times without significantly dif-
ferent outcomes.
3 http://www.dupont.com/products-and-services/electronic-electrical-materials/
flexible-rigidflex-circuit-materials/brands/pyralux-flexible-circuit/
products/pyralux-lf.html
.
4 http://www.dupont.com/products-and-services/electronic-electrical-materials/
flexible-rigidflex-circuit-materials/brands/pyralux-flexible-circuit/
products/pyralux-ac.html
.
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Even if a bonding solution has yet to be found, a transducer made
with the proposed stack-up could lift some of the limitations of the
current manufacturing process that prevent the patterning of complex
electrodes at one’s discretion.
Indeed, realizing multiple electrodes with independent connection
is fairly difficult with laser etching, as the process forces an identi-
cal pattern on both sides of the PVDF film. This, combined with the
necessity of keeping wide access traces to the electrodes (the metal
coating is extremely thin, around 500 Å, and therefore more resis-
tive than a PCB trace), results in significant stray capacitive loading
of the electrodes (which also happen to be piezo-active), with a non-
negligible waste of PVDF surface.
With the problem of access traces solved, small transducer arrays
could be easily fabricated on a PVDF film, obtaining a transducer
already enclosed in a flex circuit, and thus easy to merge with the
electronics.
Part II
A S H M H A R D WA R E T E S T B E N C H
A R C H I T E C T U R E

3
A P R O T O T Y P E S H M S Y S T E M
A first prototype SHM system, integrating all the hardware needed to
perform structural health monitoring for a specific application, was
developed during a joint project between the Ultrasound and Non-
Destructive Testing Laboratory and Thales Alenia Space Italia, fun-
ded under Piedmont Region’s STEPS21 program [45
.
–47
.
].
The purpose of the project was to monitor the status of a space-
grade, type III composite-overwrapped pressure vessel (COPV) pro-
pellant tank using arrays of IDTs bonded to its exterior surface. The
operations performed by the SHM system included impact detection
and localization (passive-mode), and structural damage assessment
(active-mode).
Normally, the system would stay in passive-mode, continuously lis-
tening for an impulsive signal indicating the occurrence of an impact
event. After detecting an impact, a software processed the signals
recorded by all the transducers to triangulate the strike point coordi-
nates. Although impact detection was performed in-hardware, signal
processing and triangulation were done by an external computer.
Active mode could be enabled to perform damage inspection on
the COPV by using the arrays in a pitch-catch fashion: each IDT
in turn transmitted a pre-defined square wave burst, with the other
transducers recording the received Lamb wave packets. The data thus
collected were processed and compared to a previously acquired ba-
seline, creating a coarse tomographic image showing the progression
of structural damage suffered by the COPV (this task was done by an
external computer, as well).
1 Sistemi e Tecnologie per l’Esplorazione Spaziale
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3.1 overview of the hardware
The hardware platform was a combination of custom electronics and
evaluation boards stuffed inside a 4U 19” subrack enclosure (shown
in Figure 3.1
.
).
Figure 3.1: Picture of the interior of the prototype SHM system hardware
subrack enclosure.
A simplified block scheme of the hardware is shown in Figure 3.2
.
.
Except for the analog front-end cards (described below), most of
the additional custom electronics—the backplane board, hosting the
front-ends, and an FMC adapter, routing the output lanes of the ADC
to the FPGA—was designed to interface and power the core system
components: the FPGA card (Xilinx Spartan-6 FPGA SP6052), and the
ADC board (Texas Instruments AFE5851EVM3). The complete sche-
matics of the backplane are available in Appendix A
.
.
2 https://www.xilinx.com/products/boards-and-kits/ek-s6-sp605-g.html
.
3 http://www.ti.com/tool/afe5851evm
.
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Figure 3.2: Block scheme of the prototype SHM system hardware.
3.2 the analog front-end
Each one of the 16 transducers supported by the platform was con-
nected to its own analog front-end, a small daughter card that inclu-
ded the transmission power stage and part of the signal conditioning
circuitry used for reception. Those cards completely depended on ex-
ternal hardware to perform their functions: drive and control signals
had to be issued from the external logic, as no controller was inclu-
ded on the cards, and all of the four supply rails required to power
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the circuits had to be provided externally. The front and rear pictures
of the analog front-end (latest revision) are shown in Figure 3.3
.
, card
size is 53×40 mm excluding the connectors.
Figure 3.3: Pictures (front and rear) of the analog front-end card developed
for the prototype SHM system. Board size is 53×40 mm.
The electronics of this front-end were designed to satisfy very spe-
cific requirements, in particular for what concerns the transducer dri-
ver (described in Section 3.2.2
.
), and therefore lacked the versatility
needed to approach structural health monitoring tasks with state-of-
the-art techniques.
The complete signal conditioning chain was not confined to the
analog front-end daughter cards, but split between different physical
boards. Therefore, it is better understood by examining Figure 3.4
.
,
where the block scheme of the front-end daughter card is shown
together with the complementary circuitry that was present on the
backplane and inside the AFE5851 data converter chip.
The transducer diagnostic functions built-in the analog front-end
are not treated in this dissertation, and were thus not included in
Figure 3.4
.
. The analog multiplexer present on the daughter card—the
same component used on the backplane: a Maxim MAX14589E—had
the purpose of switching one of the analog outputs between passive
mode and diagnostics.
The following sections briefly describe the main functional blocks
present on each analog front-end card. The complete daughter card
schematics are reproduced in Appendix A
.
.
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Figure 3.4: Block scheme of a single-channel analog front-end daughter card,
completed by the signal conditioning blocks provided by other
parts of the SHM system. The scheme is missing the transducer
diagnostic section, which is not covered in this dissertation.
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3.2.1 Active-Mode Receiver
The active-mode receiver consisted of a custom instrumentation am-
plifier having ∼ 60 dB of gain within the 100 kHz–1 MHz bandwidth.
The characteristics of this amplifier are shown in Figure 3.5
.
(transfer
function), and Figure 3.6
.
(common-mode rejection ratio).
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Figure 3.5: Simulated and measured frequency response of the instrumenta-
tion amplifier.
3.2.2 Resonant Transducer Driver
The transducers were driven with a H-bridge square-wave pulser,
supporting up to 90 V of supply voltage, followed by two L-C resona-
tors. A simplified schematic is shown in Figure 3.7
.
. A combinatorial
circuit made with discrete CMOS inverters was used to feed the two
halves of the H-bridge with complementary signals, starting from
two LVCMOS-33 logic inputs (clock and gate signals). The high-side
PMOS of the bridge were driven with a bootstrap circuit connected
directly to the NMOS gates, so that there was no dead-time control
between the switches.
The clock signal could, in principle, be a pulse train of frequency up
to 5 MHz and arbitrary duty ratio. However, the presence of voltage-
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Figure 3.6: Measured common-mode rejection ratio of the instrumentation
amplifier.
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Figure 3.7: Simplified schematic of the H-bridge transducer driver with L-C
resonant voltage boosters.
boosting L-C networks that, together with the transducer impedance,
fixed a resonance frequency (∼ 250 kHz), discouraged the adoption of
drive signals with a frequency not close to said resonance. Moreover,
the large current sunk by the H-bridge during switching limited the
feasible length of the pulse train, as the MOSFETs could heat up and
the supply rail dwindle under the load.
Several strategies exist to design electrical impedance matching
(EIM) networks for piezoelectric transducers, both narrow-band [126
.
],
and broadband [127
.
, 128
.
]. The L-C network included in this driver
was designed as a resonant booster to maximize the transmission
signal around a certain frequency that was predicted to include the
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matching point between the A0 mode wavelength of the structure,
and the IDT finger pitch.
3.2.3 Duplexer Stage
Transmit / receive duplexing was implemented with a simple diode
clamp protecting the inputs of the signal conditioning electronics.
This solution required the introduction of limiting resistors (3.3 kΩ)
in series with the transducer connections (as the drive signal could
reach several hundred volts), thus creating a voltage divider directly
at the preamplifier inputs.
3.2.4 Passive-Mode Receiver
Given the amplitude of impact response signals, several orders of
magnitude higher than those usually received in active-mode, the
passive-mode receiver was actually a ∼ 3 : 4 resistive divider follo-
wed by an op-amp buffer (Texas Instruments OPA172). This receiver
was connected to only one of the two electrodes of the transducer, to
further cut in half the inbound signal amplitude.
3.3 data acquisition and handling
Since the ADC (a Texas Instruments AFE5851) had 16 total input
channels, the two analog signals coming from the daughter cards
(active and passive-mode receivers) had to be multiplexed together
before being routed to the data acquisition card. Therefore, only one
of the analog signals conditioned by the front-end cards could be
acquired at any given time. The analog multiplexers were toggled
by the system controller when switching between passive-mode and
active-mode.
The ADC had a total of 8, 12-bit sampling cores multiplexed to
16 single-ended inputs. Each input channel also integrated two pro-
grammable analog signal conditioning blocks (hence the denomina-
tion AFE5851): A variable gain amplifier (−5 dB–31 dB, also suppor-
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ting time gain compensation) and a programmable anti-aliasing filter.
The ADC sampled at a fixed rate of 20 MSps per channel in both
active and passive mode—even though the stream was later down-
sampled by 2 when operating in passive mode—and transmitted the
data to the FPGA over 8 LVDS (low-voltage differential signaling) la-
nes.
The FPGA collected and stored the 16 time traces in a 10k (samples
per channel) circular buffer inside the system memory. In passive
mode, data acquisition was performed continuously, overwriting the
oldest samples over time, and the FPGA took care of interrupting the
recording process as soon as an impact event was detected. In active
mode, on the other hand, data acquisition was single-sequence and
synchronized with the emission of the transducer drive signal.
Interleaved sampling was used to accommodate the 16 input sig-
nals to the 8 ADC cores, which operated at the actual rate of 40 MSps.
The damage detection algorithm used in active mode did not have
particularly strict inter-channel timing requirements, as each trace
acquired from the transducer array was processed independently of
the others, and only needed a repeatable timing between subsequent
pitch-catch acquisitions.
Passive mode, on the other hand, assumed the time alignment of
all the 16 traces acquired during an impact event to extrapolate a
differential time-of-arrival between the transducers, which was then
used to triangulate the point of impact on the COPV surface. In this
context, neglecting the fixed delay affecting half the traces, arising
from the ADC performing interleaved sampling did result in an er-
ror, which was however completely negligible in light of the overall
localization accuracy achieved by the system.
All the signal processing tasks (damage detection and impact trian-
gulation) were performed off-line on the host computer. The memory
contents stored while in passive mode (after an impact event), and
the active mode traces were collected by the host computer through
an USB-to-UART bridge. This interface was also used to configure
and control the instrument.
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3.4 limitations of the prototype shm system
While the system presented in this chapter performed fairly good in
its intended application [47
.
], it was affected by a number of shortco-
mings that prompted the profound revision that is the subject of this
dissertation.
In light of the shift towards a sensor network paradigm envisaged
for the future research efforts, the first and foremost problem of this
system was its monolithic architecture. While having all the electro-
nics encased into a single unit, working in unison, proved to be a
viable simplification in this specific application and at this stage of
the project, having a hardware that could potentially mimic a distri-
buted SHM system will lead to exposing and tackling the issues hi-
ding behind distributed SHM electronics, and the scalability of such
systems.
Beside the architecture, several other design choices limited to va-
rying degrees the usefulness of the prototype SHM system:
• The front-end cards provided a single transmission / reception
channel per transducer, limiting their usability with the next
generation of multi-functional and multi-element devices des-
cribed in Section 2.4
.
and Section 2.5
.
.
• The original active mode inspection procedure relied on the
transmission of only one signal at a time, and thus the electro-
nics did not allow the simultaneous operation of multiple trans-
ducer drivers. Moreover, the drivers included hard-wired L-C
resonant voltage boosters that fixed their frequency response.
• Only one analog signal could be acquired at any given time
from each front-end card, and no feedback channel existed to
capture the transducer driver outputs.
• Signal conditioning, and especially the duplexer stage, was ele-
mentary and could be improved.
• The electronics in general were too bulky for the functionalities
they provided, making their upscaling unfeasible.
4
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4.1 the pandora architecture
Project Pandora started with the overarching aim of developing wired
sensor networks to be deployed on composite pressure vessels (or
other, plate-like composite structures). The road to get there, however,
is long and steep.
The envisaged sensor node will require the integration of many
diverse functional blocks, some of them even needing different semi-
conductor technologies:
• High-voltage ultrasound transducer driver.
• Low-noise analog front-end.
• Analog-to-digital converter.
• Signal processing and communications.
• Power converters.
The design requirements of these components are also strongly con-
nected to the health monitoring techniques that will be implemented,
and thus a sound sensor node design can only be achieved after a
thorough experimental phase has been completed, evaluating which
techniques provide the best results and should be supported by the
final sensor network.
An intermediate development step was therefore needed before
being able to move into sensor integration: the creation and adop-
tion of a testbench system to define the paradigm and requirements
of a SHM sensor network architecture.
Such system was devised at the architectural level in a top-down
fashion, but its actual design and testing was approached from the
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bottom up, as the system was planned to be modular from the very
beginning.
Monitored Structure
Base Station
Support for hybrid network topologies
Physical Layer
Sensor
Nodes
Figure 4.1: Simplified representation of a Pandora wired sensor network.
The proposed architecture mimicked the natural hierarchy of a wi-
red sensor network, with a number of nodes, a few physical channels,
and a base station (shown in Figure 4.1
.
).
The sensor nodes consisted of self-contained electronics and trans-
ducers, and were therefore represented by separate daughter cards in
the testbench system. The communication channel and the base sta-
tion, on the other hand, were to be both included in a backplane card
that could host a number of identical daughter cards, providing the
means to locally emulate a physical channel between them. A sche-
matic illustration of the testbench architecture is shown in Figure 4.2
.
.
The daughter cards were the first part on which the development
process was started. The various functions required by a sensor node
were split in different physical modules according to the architecture
shown in Figure 4.3
.
.
Design and testing of the daughter card components started from
the transmission (Section 4.3
.
) and reception (Section 4.4
.
) modules, as
they were the only parts strictly requiring custom electronics.
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Figure 4.2: Illustration of the Pandora testbench instrument: (a) main com-
ponents and their function; (b) assembled instrument.
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The other components were temporarily covered for by develop-
ment kits and evaluation modules: an Intel FPGA Arria V SoC de-
velopment kit1 was used in place of the processing core, while the
whole data acquisition part was replaced by the combination of a
Texas Instruments ADS52J90 evaluation module2 and its companion
TSW14J56 data capture evaluation module3.
The design plans of the Pandora architecture are further expanded
in Chapter 5
.
, where the parts of the testbench system still under de-
velopment are fleshed out, highlighting the future work required to
complete the platform and make it capable of stand-alone operation.
The subsequent Chapter 6
.
hints at the eventual development of
wired sensor networks for SHM, and the main challenges that will be
encountered during the final stage of project Pandora.
4.2 target features of the testbench system
Since project Pandora started soon after commissioning the system
described in Chapter 3
.
, with the intent of following in its tracks, the
initial target requirements of the testbench system were mostly inher-
ited from the characteristics of the prototype SHM system.
The fundamental idea was that the new design had to improve
upon, or at least replicate the features and performance that were
instrumental to the previous system functioning. In particular, the
essential features that needed to be included were:
• Support for active-mode with multiple transducers, each one
capable of operating half-duplex.
• Support for passive-mode with the same transducers.
Several hardware and software requirements sprung directly from
the points listed above as results of the activities performed using
the prototype SHM system, while others arose from the research
1 https://www.altera.com/products/boards_and_kits/dev-kits/altera/
kit-arria-v-soc.html
.
2 http://www.ti.com/tool/ads52j90evm
.
3 http://www.ti.com/tool/tsw14j56evm
.
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that was undertaken in the period immediately following the end
of the STEPS2 project. For instance, the adoption of multi-functional
/ multi-element transducers described in Chapter 2
.
was never con-
templated before the beginning of project Pandora.
An important planning feature of the testbench system architecture
had to do with the envisioned role of the daughter cards. The previ-
ous section has introduced them as node electronics that will handle
a single transducer, interacting with other identical daughter cards to
form a distributed health monitoring system. While this represented
the core idea that will be pursued, the long expected development
time also required a compromise solution that could allow some re-
search on SHM applications to be performed before completing the
whole testbench system. To address this need, the daughter cards
were also structured to be able to interface with multiple, indepen-
dent transducers and operate stand-alone during the initial phase of
the project.
A short list of the main requirements of the testbench system, co-
vering the active-mode part that is the focus of this dissertation, is
presented below:
• Transmission and reception bandwidth: 100 kHz–1 MHz.
• Support for high-impedance capacitive transducers (< 1 nF).
• Pre-amplifier voltage gain at center band: 60 dB.
• Burst-mode transmission with at least 50 V amplitude.
• 8 independent half-duplex transmission / reception channels.
• Synchronous transmission and data acquisition.
• ADC with 12 bits at 20 MSps per channel or better.
It is expected that the testbench system will see many of its current
requirements amended in the future, following an iterative design
process that will proceed side-by-side with the research activity ex-
ploring its applications. This is the main reason behind keeping the
system as modular as possible.
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4.3 transmitting signals
Ultrasonic transducer drivers capable of arbitrary waveform genera-
tion (AWG) come in many forms, but are generally subdivided in two
categories: linear and switch-mode.
Many commercial power amplifiers are available to drive ultrasonic
transducers and generate arbitrary waveforms. Although an exposi-
tion of this subject is beside the scope of this dissertation, it should
be mentioned that fully-integrated, high-voltage linear amplifiers for
ultrasound are an emerging research topic [129
.
, 130
.
].
On the switch-mode side there is a well developed market of inte-
grated multichannel pulsers manufactured by numerous companies.
Those pulsers include a set of MOSFET switches connected to fixed,
usually high-voltage (hundreds of volts) supply rails that are driven
with pulse-width modulated (PWM) logic signals to re-create approx-
imate waveforms at their output. Over the years, several techniques
have been proposed to perform PWM with ever increasing quality of
the output waveforms [131
.
–136
.
].
Modulating the pulse widths is not the sole option to shape arbi-
trary signals with a pulser. In recent times, ultrasound pulsers having
multiple switches connected to different voltage levels have started to
proliferate, allowing the development and adoption of specific multi-
level pulse width modulation schemes [137
.
–139
.
], a technique that
was originally developed for power inverters [140
.
].
The pulse-width modulation schemes cited above, including the
multilevel ones, are slightly different from the approach used in the
current work, and described in the sections that follow. The intended
application played an important role in distancing the proposed ul-
trasound driver from other solutions, as the target bandwidth was
in the range 6 1 MHz, whereas many of the works cited were orien-
ted towards high-frequency imaging. This difference opened to the
possibility of introducing a significant separation between the PWM
carrier and the baseband signal, and operate in pure class-D with
output reconstruction filters.
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4.3.1 A Class-D Ultrasound Transducer Driver
A 8-channel transducer driver module was designed and manufactu-
red following an architecture similar to common class-D amplifiers
for audio applications, only operating at ultrasound frequencies and
using a bridged, multilevel power stage.
The board itself was designed following the ANSI/VITA 57.1 stan-
dard as much as possible [141
.
]: although the digital part was com-
pliant with the standard, the analog section presented high-voltage
signals that required a secondary board-to-board connector (a Sam-
tec QMS-PC4). The final module dimensions were 120×69mm, longer
than a standard mezzanine card.
The complete module schematics can be found in Appendix B
.
.
4.3.1.1 Multilevel Power Stage
The building blocks of the transducer driver were two commercial,
multichannel ultrasound pulser chips (Hitachi HDL6V5583), and a
bank of L-C reconstruction filters. Overall, the pulser ICs provided
16 half-bridge power stages with split supplies, plus an active clamp
and damper tied to ground (i. e., a three-level power stage). The dri-
ver module used two such channels, followed by two reconstruction
filters, in a bridged configuration to obtain 8 copies of the five-level
power stage shown in Figure 4.4
.
. All the pulser channels operated
with externally provided supplies of |HV| = 48 V.
Every HDL6V5583 channel was controlled by two dedicated input
logic signals, which were fed to an internal circuitry tasked with level
shifting and MOSFET gate driving. It was assumed that the internal
logic would also take care of imposing switching dead-time, although
no mention of such function was explicitly made in the available do-
cumentation.
The truth table showing the various voltage levels that could be
generated by each bridged pulser channel (VDO,P-VDO,N in Figure 4.4
.
)
is shown in Table 4.1
.
. A pulser channel receiving the H H logic input
automatically enabled the active clamp and damper: simultaneous
4 https://www.samtec.com/products/qms-pc
.
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Figure 4.4: Schematic of the differential power stage that drives each trans-
ducer channel.
turn-on of the positive and negative switches was not allowed by the
internal logic of the pulser chips, as it would short the high voltage
supplies.
Auxiliary output safety clamping diodes were added to protect the
chip from high-voltage overshoots caused by the load, as recommen-
ded by the manufacturer’s datasheet.
pulser chip characteristics and limitations A shown
in Figure 4.4
.
, each channel of the HDL6V5583 included two comple-
mentary drive MOSFETs, two complementary clamp MOSFETs with
blocking diodes, and a back-to-back MOSFET damper. The electrical
characteristics of the MOSFETs reported by the manufacturer on the
datasheet are listed in Table 4.2
.
.
The switch transition times and maximum drive frequency were
also specified on the datasheet, albeit for specific operating conditions
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DRVPP DRVPN DRVNP DRVNN output
H L L H +2 ·HV
H L H H +HV
H H L H
H L H L 0
H H H H
L H L H
L H H H −HV
H H H L
L H H L −2 ·HV
Table 4.1: Output levels (VDO,P-VDO,N) of the ultrasound pulser and their
corresponding logic inputs. Hi-Z states are not shown.
RON COSS ID,SAT
High-side drive PMOS 7Ω 27pF −1.8A
Low-side drive NMOS 7Ω 11pF 1.8A
PMOS active clamp 13Ω 15pF −1A
NMOS active clamp 13Ω 6pF 1A
Back-to-Back damper 500Ω typ. –– ––
Table 4.2: Summary of the characteristics of the HDL6V5583 MOSFETs de-
clared in the component datasheet.
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that did not correspond to our application. In the absence of conclu-
sive information, it was assumed that the pulser chip could operate
up to a maximum of 25 MHz (at 0.5 duty ratio) with ±48 V supply
rails (which roughly correspond to half the rated supplies of the chip,
±100 V), meaning that a minimum pulse width of tPW,min = 20 ns had
to be respected whenever a switch was toggled. This assumption was
carried through the design of the pulse-width modulation strategy
that was eventually used to generate the output signals.
reconstruction filters The discrete reconstruction filters of
Figure 4.4
.
were designed to ensure a certain amount of carrier re-
jection regardless of the electrical characteristics of the transducer
load. 10 nF capacitors were chosen to dominate over the expected ca-
pacitance range of the transducers described in Section 2.4
.
, because
a strong high-frequency residual of the carrier (in the tens of mega-
hertz) could shock the mechanical thickness-mode resonance of the
PVDF film. The inductor value of 680 nH directly followed from the
chosen capacitor value to obtain a filter roll-off above ~2 MHz.
L-C reconstruction filters for class-D audio amplifiers are designed
by considering the damping introduced by the load itself, which usu-
ally presents a low impedance [142
.
]. When driving ultrasonic trans-
ducers like those described in Section 2.4
.
, however, the load provides
no damping of its own, and the reconstruction filters would end up
retaining a high Q factor, with a very sharp resonant peak.
In the proposed design, damping was introduced by the power
stage itself as an average behavior resulting from the continuous tog-
gling of the switches. For each pulser channel, the active clamp and
damper to ground were always closed as soon as the high-voltage
switches were opened, never leaving the output in a high-impedance
state.
The actual damping effect of the switching power stage can be
easily evaluated using a simulator that can perform periodic small-
signal analysis of a switch-mode circuit, such as SIMPLIS5.
5 SIMPLIS Technologies, Inc., Portland OR, 97240-0084, United States; website: https:
//www.simplistechnologies.com/
.
.
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The plots of Figure 4.5
.
show a comparison between the undamped
response of the L-C reconstruction filter (which includes the effects
of component parasitics), and the same filter connected to the pulser
power stage operating at steady state in a single-ended configuration,
corresponding to half the drive circuitry shown in Figure 4.4
.
. A ca-
pacitive load of 100 pF, modeling the transducer, was used in both
cases.
Both the switching frequency and the duty ratios affect the recon-
struction filter damping: Figure 4.5
.
was simulated with a carrier fre-
quency of 5 MHz and various duty ratios of the positive and negative
drive switches. The damper duty ratio indicated in the plot legend
corresponds to the switching period interval where both drive swit-
ches remain open (i. e., the logical NOR of the two control signals),
which thus becomes the duty ratio of the active clamp and damper.
As evidenced by the plots, the longer the active clamp remains
closed (i. e., lower duty ratio of the energizing switches), the more
the reconstruction filter is damped.
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Figure 4.5: Simulated frequency response of the reconstruction filters with
and without the average damping introduced by the pulser: (a)
gain; (b) phase.
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4.3.1.2 Pulser Power Supplies
The pulser was externally supplied with split ±48 V rails, though the
module could handle up to ±100 V. The original design, which can
still be seen in the schematics of Appendix B
.
, also included some
point-of-load (PoL) linear regulators with ±46 V outputs that were
supposed to improve the transient response to the current spikes sunk
by the pulser.
In principle, supplying a switching circuit that rapidly draws large
currents within a short time frame could be done by a bank of capaci-
tors. If the total stored energy is sufficiently large, the voltage rail will
drop slowly while switching and then, as the circuit becomes idle, the
power supply will slowly replenish the charge in the capacitors.
This approach works well and has been used extensively in ultra-
sound systems where the transmitter operates with low duty cycle:
even though the power stage can sink significant amounts of current,
it does so for a small time compared to the pulse repetition period,
and thus the average current drawn from the power supply is reaso-
nably small.
As the transmission system is operated for longer times (i. e., longer
output waveforms), the capacitance required to maintain a steady
power rail must inevitably grow, and with it the recovery time (unless
the power supply is also scaled up). Since the capacitance density per
unit volume decreases with increasing voltage rating of the capacitor,
this whole power supply scaling strategy may become unfeasible in
certain scenarios where space is not available.
The idea of adding post-regulators to the high-voltage supplies
goes in the direction of splitting the performance requirements be-
tween the voltage boosting circuit (a somewhat slow switch-mode
power supply that generates the ±48 V rails starting from the 12 V
bus), and PoL linear regulators having very fast transient response.
This architecture was attempted in the first driver module pro-
totype by including some integrated, high-voltage, linear PoL regu-
lators. Unfortunately it did not provide satisfactory performance im-
provements, as the transient response of the regulators was slow and
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fixed by design. Therefore, the pulsers were eventually attached di-
rectly to the external ±48 V power supplies.
Operating the driver in continuous wave (CW) was not possible
at high supply voltage due to excessive switching losses. Indeed, the
HDL6V5583 datasheet specifies CW operation with ±5 V supplies
and reduced current drive. The driver module described here did not
include adjustable regulators to step down the power rails, although
the introduction of such capability has been planned (see Section 5.2
.
).
4.3.1.3 Ancillary Electronics
Besides hosting the eight differential output channels, the driver mo-
dule also provided a part of the signal conditioning circuitry requi-
red to use the attached transducers in reception, and thus make the
design half-duplex. The rationale behind integrating a subset of the
reception chain on this card was to keep the high-voltage signals as
much as possible confined to a dedicated section of the system: the
only high-voltage traces exiting from the driver module were those
that link directly to the transducers, which are not planned to be tap-
ped by any other daughter card circuit.
The reception components are described later in this section, and in-
clude: the output feedback sense (Section 4.3.5
.
), the passive mode re-
ceivers (Section 4.3.6
.
), and the transmit / receive switches (Section 4.3.7
.
).
The 32 logic signals that controlled the pulser chips were sourced
directly from off-board through the FMC connector, while the module
configuration was handled by a local GPIO expander (Texas Instru-
ments TCA6424) interfaced via an I2C bus.
The complete block scheme of the driver module is shown in Fi-
gure 4.6
.
, and pictures of the manufactured prototype are shown in
Figure 4.7
.
.
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Figure 4.6: Block scheme of the eight-channel transducer driver module.
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(a)
(b)
Figure 4.7: Pictures of the ultrasound driver module prototype: (a) Top side;
(b) Bottom side showing the analog and digital connectors. Board
size is 120×69 mm.
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4.3.2 Multilevel Pulse Width Encoding
Generating arbitrary waveforms with a five-level class-D amplifier
required the ideation of an appropriate modulation strategy.
In a generic class-D amplifier, the switch-mode power stage out-
puts pulses of varying duty ratio at a certain modulation frequency
(the carrier), higher than the bandwidth of the baseband signal that
need to be reproduced. The reconstruction filter present between the
power stage output and the load is such that it rejects the carrier and
delivers a reconstructed baseband signal to the load.
Ideally, the reconstructed output signal should be dictated by the
per-period average of the pulse-width modulated (PWM) output, that
is it should be a perfect interpolation of the integral over one modu-
lation period of each pulse generated by the power stage. If the n-th
pulse has length Tn, amplitude VP (which represents the supply rail
of the switching power stage), and the carrier has frequency fPWE,
the corresponding voltage Vout,n reconstructed at the output after one
period would be:
Vout,n = fPWE
∫Tn
0
VPdt = VPTnfPWE = VPDn (4.1)
Where Dn = TnfPWE is defined as the duty ratio of the n-th pulse.
This per-period average results in a staircase signal similar to the
output of a digital-to-analog converter (DAC), which then needs to
be interpolated by the reconstruction filter, obtaining the intended
output waveform. The process is illustrated in Figure 4.8
.
.
The explanation above is of course an oversimplification used to
introduce the basic idea behind class-D amplifiers: that the sampled
amplitude of a baseband signal is converted into the varying duty
ratio of a pulse train, and a filtering action can be used to recover
such information.
In reality, the reconstruction filter of a class-D amplifier performs
baseband signal recovery with limited efficacy, resulting in a signi-
ficant residual carrier ripple and time delay. A general performance
improvement is obtained by rising the carrier frequency to oversam-
ple the baseband signal, at the cost of increased power losses. The big
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advantage lies, however, in the simplicity inherent to the hardware of
a class-D, where a single voltage supply is needed to generate all the
intermediate levels to ground by toggling a couple of switches at a
sufficiently high frequency.
As long as the reconstruction filter is able to reject the carrier and
pass the baseband signal, the output waveform amplitude is entirely
defined by the sequence of pulse duty ratios generated by the swit-
ching power stage, and its voltage supply rail. In a multilevel PWM,
the amplitude of the pulses VP is not fixed but can assume a certain
set of predefined levels which, together with the duty ratio, represent
two degrees of freedom to generate the output signal.
As explained in Section 4.3.1
.
, each channel of the transducer driver
module allowed to generate a total of 5, equally-spaced levels through
four logic drive signals. A pulse width encoding (PWE) algorithm
was thus devised to transform arbitrary signals sampled at a fixed
rate (equal to fPWE) into four pulse-width modulated logic signals.
Note that the modulated logic signals will henceforth be referred
to as DRVPP, DRVPN, DRVNP, and DRVNN, while the encoded duty
ratios corresponding to the n-th sample of the original waveform will
be indicated with Dn,PP, Dn,PN, Dn,NP, and Dn,NN.
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Since the encoding process was completely digital, the duty ratios
of the PWE signals had to be quantized according to a minimum duty
step δD, corresponding to an integer divisor of the PWE period, div.
This divisor was also chosen to be even.
δD =
1
div · fPWE =
TPWE
div
(4.2)
As will be shown later in Section 4.3.3
.
, the duty resolution and PWE
period are linked together by the clock (fSYSCLK) of the hardware used
to generate the modulated output logic signals, and this imposes an
absolute limitation on the minimum achievable pulse width resolu-
tion.
The proposed PWE is therefore an algorithm that takes an input
sequence of samples Sn, and converts each one of them into four
encoded words representing the duty ratios of the four logic signals
required to drive the pulser chips (i. e., not a floating or fixed point va-
lue between 0 and 1), Figure 4.9
.
visually explains the process. The re-
constructed output shown at the bottom includes a token one-period
time delay, whose actual value depends on the reconstruction filter,
and neglects all the residual carrier ripple. The various amplitude
scales, intentionally omitted from Figure 4.9
.
, are determined by the
hardware.
The values that these four words can assume could be, in principle,
any integer number between 0 and div (representing, respectively, 0
to 1 duty ratios). However, there are additional limitations arising
from other system constrains that need to be taken into account.
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Figure 4.9: Simplified graphical representation of the five-level signal gene-
ration process.
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4.3.2.1 Limitations of the Duty Ratio Encoding
Two factors limited the feasible duty ratios of the four logic signals:
the minimum pulse width tPW,min, and the impossibility of enabling
together the two switches belonging to the same half-bridge (DRVPP
and DRVPN cannot be on at the same time, the same holds true for
DRVNP and DRVNN).
The minimum pulse width restricted the minimum (Dmin) and
maximum (Dmax) duty ratios according to the following formula:
Dmin = (1−Dmax) = tPW,min · fPWE (4.3)
The values resulting from the above formula are real, and need to be
casted to the encoded duty domain as follows:
Dn,min = ddiv · tPW,min · fPWEe
Dn,max = bdiv(1− tPW,min · fPWE)c
(4.4)
Using duty ratios of exactly 0 or 1 was still possible, as it did not
violate the minimum pulse width requirement. The consequences of
duty limitations were the existence of two forbidden amplitude zones
which limited the possibility of directly encoding the input sample
sequence when its amplitude was too high, or too low.
This is better explained graphically considering a simple, two-level
PWE. The plot of Figure 4.10
.
shows the correspondence between in-
put sample amplitude (x axis), and the encoded duty ratio (y axis).
Due to the existence of two forbidden zones (marked in gray), input
signals falling in those areas are either masked or saturated. The in-
put range that can be encoded by direct duty quantization is denoted
linear dynamic range (LDR).
For what concerns the mutual exclusion of switches belonging to
the same half-bridge mentioned above, the constrain simply transla-
ted into Equation 4.5
.
.
Dn,PP +Dn,PN 6 div
Dn,NP +Dn,NN 6 div
(4.5)
Though it may seem that the adoption of two switches from the same
half-bridge (and thus generating pulses of opposite polarity) within
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the same PWE period should never happen in practice, it will be
shown later that this was actually part of normal operation with the
final encoding algorithm—and it further limited the overall LDR.
4.3.2.2 Leading and Trailing Edge Decoding
Switches belonging to the same half bridge could be used within
the same PWE period by simply displacing their activation: as long
as the condition of Equation 4.5
.
was respected, the on-time of one
switch could be aligned to the leading edge of the PWE period, and
the other aligned with the trailing edge.
This strategy was used in the final FPGA decoder design described
in Section 4.3.3
.
.
4.3.2.3 Handling Multiple Levels
Since the hardware provided 5 amplitude levels (Table 4.1
.
), the ea-
siest way to encode the input sequence was to split the input dynamic
range into 4 amplitude bands and use specific switch combinations
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depending on where each sample fell, as shown in Figure 4.11
.
. The
input signal needed to be pre-scaled and limited within the ±2 am-
plitude range, which corresponded to the maximum, ±2 ·HV output
voltage span (note that this range did not account for duty ratio limi-
tations: those were enforced by the encoder on its own).
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Figure 4.11: Amplitude band splitting of the input sequence used to per-
form five-level PWE.
4.3.2.4 Switching Time Constants
It has been already explained in Section 4.3.1
.
how the reconstruction
filter damping originates from the average behavior of the power
stage switches. This peculiarity results in an abrupt change of the
circuit time constants whenever any one switch stops (or starts) tog-
gling at fPWE: such a change in the reconstruction filter damping will
determine a noticeable transient of the output signal (in the form of
a spike).
Whether these transients are acceptable or not strictly depends on
the application. However, within the context of this work, it was de-
cided to avoid their occurrence in order to keep the output signal as
smooth as possible.
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In practice, this meant that all the switches had to keep toggling
continuously at fPWE, even if that would not be strictly needed to
reproduce a specific sample. The pulse width encoder was thus de-
veloped to force all of the four encoded duty ratios to remain bet-
ween Dn,min and Dn,max at all times, regardless of the input sample
sequence.
The consequence of this was an overall compression of the usable
LDR, as the power stage switches ended up introducing a baseline of
mutually-canceling average contributions to each sample being enco-
ded.
The usable LDR resulting from the continuous toggling of all the
switches can be quantified by assuming that two of them are opera-
ting at minimum duty ratio (e. g., PN and NP), while the other two
operate at maximum duty ratio (e. g., PP and NN). The resulting, in-
tegrated output would be:
Vn,max = HV
Dn,PP −Dn,PN −Dn,NP +Dn,NN
div
=
= HV
Dn,max −Dn,min −Dn,min +Dn,max
div
= HV
(
2− 4
Dn,min
div
) (4.6)
Since the minimum duty ratio is defined by an absolute time, and
thus grows with the carrier frequency, Equation 4.6
.
shows that the
LDR shrinks with increasing fPWE.
4.3.2.5 Crossing the Boundary Between Bands
Though the upper saturation of the linear dynamic range was a hard
limit that could not be infringed by the proposed encoding technique,
the lower limit corresponding to the masking region of Figure 4.10
.
could be easily circumvented.
Intuitively, masking regions should appear across every boundary
between the bands shown in Figure 4.11
.
, their amplitude depending
on the minimum achievable duty ratio, causing the encoded wa-
veform to experience something similar to a crossover distortion when
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the input sample sequence happens to transit from one band to the
other.
The solution to avoid this potential distortion problem was actu-
ally already presented above, when the preservation of switching
time constants was considered, and is based on operating switches
of opposite polarity together (i. e., use counteracting pulses within
one switching period), or alternatively distributing the duty ratio be-
tween switches of equal polarity.
The principle behind this encoding approach is better explained
graphically, using a simplified example.
With reference to Figure 4.12a
.
, assume that the n-th sample being
encoded has a value slightly above 0, but smaller than what could
be reproduced by a single pulse of minimum duty ratio. The set of
pulse width signals shown on the left diagram represents the direct
conversion of the sample in a single pulse, which however happens
to fall within the restricted duty region and thus cannot be genera-
ted. On the right is shown the proposed alternative: both PP and NP
switches are operated close to 0.5 duty ratio, and the reconstructed,
output signal results from their difference, that at this point can be
smaller than the minimum duty.
Figure 4.12b
.
shows a similar concept applied to the crossover of
1. In this case the sample to be encoded has a value slightly larger
than 1. Direct conversion would result, for instance, in one switch
being operated at fully duty ratio (always on), and the other being
operated with a duty smaller than Dn,min. The proposed alternative
is, again, to operate the two switches with close to 0.5 duty ratio.
4.3.2.6 Putting It All Together
The final PWE algorithm needed to take into account all the points
raised above: every switch was to be kept toggling at fPWE to preserve
the time constants, and some way to avoid crossover distortion had
to be implemented.
Considering for now only the positive half of the input dynamic
range, the encoder always enforced a duty ratio greater or equal than
Dn,min on all the four output words. Band splitting was adjusted to ac-
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Figure 4.12: Example of how PWE avoids crossover distortion: (a) level 0
crossover; (b) level 1 crossover.
count for this baseline duty, and resulted in the two crossover points
of 0 and (1− 2Dn,min/div).
Within each one of these amplitude bands, two different encoding
criteria were used. If Sn is the amplitude of the input sample being
processed, when Sn 6 (1 − 2Dn,min/div) the encoder adopted the
conversion shown in 4.7
.
.
Dn,PP = Dn,min
Dn,PN = Dn,min
Dn,NP = Dn,min
Dn,NN = round(Sn · div) +Dn,min
(4.7)
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When (1 − 2Dn,min/div) < Sn 6 (2 − 4Dn,min/div), 4.8
.
was used
instead.
Dn,PP = round
{[
Sn −
(
1− 2
Dn,min
div
)]
div
}
+Dn,min
Dn,PN = Dn,min
Dn,NP = Dn,min
Dn,NN = div−Dn,min
(4.8)
Covering the negative half of the dynamic range, from 0 to −2, was
done by exploiting the symmetry of the power stage. It was sufficient
to swap the encoded words between Dn,PP ⇀↽ Dn,NP, and between
Dn,PN ⇀↽ Dn,NN, to reverse the polarity of the reconstructed output.
Finally, it should be noted that a way to encode signals > (2 −
4Dn,min/div) was also included in the source code, which worked
by allowing some switches to be completely turned on or off, thus
violating some of the constraints. This high-range encoding profile
was never used during the preliminary tests reported at the end of
Section 4.3.3
.
, as it caused the appearance of transients in the recon-
structed output waveform due to the abrupt change in time constants.
It is however present in the encoder source.
The MATLAB script written to encode an arbitrary waveform in a
five-level data stream is printed in Appendix C
.
.
4.3.2.7 Encoder Code Structure
The pulse-width encoder script requires the following input data to
execute:
• A text file containing the sequence of samples to encode.
• The sample rate of such data, corresponding to fPWE.
• The system clock of the decoder, fSYSCLK.
• The minimum pulse width of the pulser, tPW,min.
• Pre-processing gain and offset, which are applied to every value
read from the input file before encoding.
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• The file name used to store the encoded output.
The sample rate must be an even integer divisor of fSYSCLK. Moreover,
the encoder code enforces an input dynamic range of [+2;−2] to every
sample, after the pre-processing gain and offset have been applied:
values beyond those limits are automatically clamped. The script also
calculates the duty ratio limitations of the hardware, which are later
used to determine the encoder amplitude band-splitting thresholds.
The input sample sequence is processed iteratively following the
flow chart reported in Figure 4.13
.
. When the encoding is done, a
graphical representation of the results is shown for the user’s con-
venience. The data are then stored in the output file using a format
compatible with the hardware decoder described in Section 4.3.3
.
.
4.3.2.8 A Waveform Encoding Example
Figure 4.14
.
shows the actual results of encoding a single cycle of
sine wave at 100 kHz. The input sample sequence is plotted in Fi-
gure 4.14a
.
; zero-padding was added at the beginning and at the end
to highlight how the encoder handles a 0 signal.
The parameters used to configure the encoder corresponded to re-
alistic, hardware-compatible values: system clock fSYSCLK = 100 MHz
and carrier frequency fPWE = 5 MHz, resulting in a PWE divisor
div = 20. The minimum pulse width was set at tPW,min = 20 ns, and
thus the minimum encoded duty was Dn,min = 2.
The amplitude of the sine wave was chosen to cover the full LDR
determined by the timing parameters, that is ±1.6.
Figure 4.14b
.
is a plot of the four streams encoded by the script. The
vertical axis goes from 0 to the maximum div, which in this context
corresponds to unity duty ratio. The information about waveform
polarity is lost in the plot, as it is determined by how the decoded
stream is fed to the pulser power stage.
The leading and trailing sections of the encoded outputs show that
in the presence of a 0 input the duty ratio of all the switches col-
lapses to Dn,min, rather than zero, so that the reconstructed output
averages to 0 while maintaining the power stage in a switching state
that preserves the time constants.
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Figure 4.13: Flow chart of the pulse-width encoder code.
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Figure 4.14: Example pulse-width encoding: (a) input sample sequence (one
cycle of sine wave at 100 kHz); (b) the four encoded duty ratio
streams.
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4.3.3 All-Digital Waveform Generation
The transducer driver module connected directly to the FPGA, an In-
tel FPGA Arria V ST SoC 5ASTFD5K3F40I3N, through a parallel, 32-
bit LVCMOS-25 bus. With 2+ 2 bits per channel, the FPGA logic fully
controlled each one of the possible states of the ultrasound pulser
power stage (+HV, -HV, active clamp, and Hi-Z per side). Although
the HDL6V5583 also provides registered digital inputs, the current
design uses the device in transparent latch mode, with logic-level syn-
chronization ensured at the source.
A proof-of-concept, FPGA core was developed to decode the PWE
data generated with the method described in Section 4.3.2
.
, and out-
put the pulse-width modulated signals needed to operate all the
8 ultrasound driver channels, providing inter-channel synchroniza-
tion and fixed-latency. The Verilog source code of this core, called
AWPulser8Decoder, can be found in Appendix D
.
.
The AWPulser8Decoder core allows the reproduction of eight pulse-
width modulated signals with up to 512 samples per channel and
8-bit duty resolution (256 duty ratio steps per sample). The decoder
supports both burst mode, repeating the stored waveform sequenti-
ally a fixed number of times (up to 255), and continuous wave (CW),
continuously repeating the waveform until a stop command is recei-
ved.
The decoder clock, which sets the absolute minimum pulse width
step, is currently tied to the system clock (fSYSCLK = 100 MHz), even
though the Arria V SoC FPGA fabric can handle clock rates up to 650
MHz. Plans have been made to integrate a reconfigurable PLL in the
design and provide run-time adjustment of the decoder clock.
High-resolution pulse width generation techniques going beyond
the system clock rate by using an asynchronous, tapped-delay line
approach have been proposed in the literature [143
.
]. They were, ho-
wever, not considered for this design.
The decoder core is interfaced to the FPGA embedded controller as
an Avalon slave, through the system Avalon memory-mapped (MM)
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interface, providing register-based control and configuration as repor-
ted at the beginning of Appendix D
.
.
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Figure 4.15: Hierarchical block scheme of the AWPulser8Decoder FPGA core.
The structure and operation of AWPulser8Decoder can be explained
with reference to Figure 4.15
.
. The encoded data for each channel is
transferred via Avalon bus from the embedded controller into a set of
local buffers (WrapBuf), having a 32-bit word size and thus packing
together four encoded samples per word (each sample defines one
logic output—PP, PN, NP, NN).
During decoding, the buffers are swept slowly, with an appropri-
ately divided clock rate, to retrieve the samples to decode, while a
counter operating at full clock rate is used to transform the encoded
samples in pulse-width modulated logic signals. Start and stop com-
mands are issued from the embedded controller using a bus trigge-
ring command through the Avalon-MM interface (no dedicated trig-
gering signals are included in the design).
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4.3.4 Characterization of the Waveform Generator
The ultrasound driver module was designed to be part of a larger
system and therefore lacked the ability to operate standalone: con-
necting to the transducers, generating the required power rails, inter-
facing with a computer to emit signals, are all tasks that could not be
performed without external electronics.
Testing the module performance thus required additional hardware.
While the digital domain was handled by the Arria V SoC develop-
ment board, the analog part required the design of a custom board
that could provide the ±5 V and ±48 V power rails, and bring out the
analog signals with easy-to-use connectors and accessible test-points.
A picture of this test card is shown in Figure 4.16
.
.
Figure 4.16: Picture of the ultrasound driver module analog test board. Bo-
ard size is 180×180 mm.
The following sections report the results of several tests performed
to assess the characteristics of the proposed ultrasound driver module
used as an arbitrary waveform generator. The results represent the
combined performance of both hardware and software, including the
pulse-width encoding algorithm.
A number of operating parameters were selected, or fixed by the
intrinsic limitations of the hardware, and apply to all the measure-
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ments presented below (unless otherwise noted). These include: the
system clock of the FPGA decoder (fSYSCLK = 100 MHz), the mini-
mum pulse width imposed by the HDL6V5583 (tPW,min= 20 ns), the
pulser high-voltage supply (±48 V). The carrier frequency used du-
ring most of the tests was fPWE = 5 MHz which, combined with the
other parameters, set the duty ratio divisor div = 20 and determi-
ned an LDR of ±1.6 ·HV (calculated according to Equation 4.6
.
). The
minimum quantized duty ratio was Dn,min = 2, or 10%.
Given the set of parameters above, one can calculate the overall am-
plitude quantization of the driver by noticing that, for each polarity, a
total of 2div−2Dn,min = 32 steps are available. This means that a total
of 64 quantization steps are used to cover the ±1.6 ·HV full-scale out-
put (i. e., 6 bits), resulting in a LSB = 3.2 ·HV/26 = 50× 10−3 ·HV =
2.4 V.
4.3.4.1 Step Response
The step response of the ultrasound driver module was tested with
two signals chosen to cover the excursion over one or two ampli-
tude bands of the encoding algorithm. As explained in Section 4.3.2.6
.
,
the encoder used two different methods to encode the input sam-
ples belonging to the [0; (1 − 2Dn,min/div)] band (low-range), and
((1− 2Dn,min/div); (2− 4Dn,min/div)] band (mid-range), which also
applied to the negative half of the dynamic range.
Considering the specified system parameters, the low-range and
mid-range full-scale outputs corresponded to the input values of 0.8
and 1.6. The two step function were thus designed as abrupt transiti-
ons from 0 to 0.8, and from 0 to 1.6. Those signals corresponded to,
respectively, a 0 V to 38.4 V step, and a 0 V to 76.8 V step at the load.
The encoded step signals were reproduced on a 100 pF load, and
the differential outputs measured across the load are reported in Fi-
gure 4.17
.
and Figure 4.18
.
. Neglecting the propagation delays between
the logic inputs of the pulser to the module outputs, the plots show
that the settling time in both cases corresponds to ∼ 4 PWE periods
even though, given the large residual carrier ripple, it is difficult to
define a settling boundary.
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Figure 4.17: Low-range step response, 0 to 0.8 ·HV transition, 5MHz carrier.
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Figure 4.18: Mid-range step response, 0 to 1.6 ·HV transition, 5 MHz carrier.
It should be noted that the step response is primarily determined
by the reconstruction filters, and thus by their damping. As explai-
ned in Section 4.3.1.1
.
, the filter Q factor of the proposed ultrasound
driver depended on the switch-mode operation of the power stage,
and changed with the duty ratio. Specifically, the Q factor was lower
for higher duty ratios of the active dampers, which ultimately meant
that the reconstruction filters Q increased when generating increa-
singly large outputs. This peculiar behavior is evident in Figures 4.17
.
and 4.18
.
: before the step, when the output voltage is 0, no significant
carrier ripple can be appreciated, despite the fact that the pulsers are
switching at constant fPWE; afterwards, when the output voltage has
reached its settling level, the ripple has a significant amplitude.
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4.3.4.2 Conversion Linearity
The digital-to-analog transfer characteristic of the ultrasound driver
was measured by generating a staircase signal with LSB vertical step
size, sweeping all the available quantization steps. Each step was
made 7 PWE periods long to allow the output to settle.
The resulting output, driving a 100 pF load, is plotted in Figure 4.19
.
together with the ideal staircase output.
Figure 4.19
.
highlights a few interesting properties of the transfer
characteristic. First of all, despite the conversion being monotonic,
the cross-over regions between low-range and mid-range encoding
display an abrupt change of gain that lasts for a few codes, where
the output almost flattens. Also, the gain of the remaining segments
is visibly higher then what was expected, and there is a distinct off-
set. These phenomena could probably be corrected by adjusting the
encoding algorithm.
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Figure 4.19: Full-scale staircase output (±1.6 ·HV) with LSB step size over-
lapped to the ideal transfer characteristic, 5 MHz carrier.
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4.3.4.3 Distortion and Noise
Even though the aim of the driver module is arbitrary waveform ge-
neration, initial testing was performed with sine wave signals at diffe-
rent frequencies. This choice allowed the evaluation of output spectral
content and modulation effects with narrow-band signals.
Since the driver module cannot yet operate in continuous wave
due to the limitations exposed in Section 4.3.1.2
.
, a trick was adopted
to emulate a sine wave from a tone burst transmission signal. The
tone burst outputs were acquired with an oscilloscope and an inte-
gral number of periods was precisely trimmed at their nodes with
a rectangular window. The trimmed waveforms were then Fourier
transformed without adding further padding, and thus acted as if the
signals were continuous in time. Using this approach, the resulting
spectra clearly showed the baseband signal peaks and their harmo-
nics, along with the carrier.
The testing frequencies f0, chosen to cover the 100 kHz–1 MHz
decade, were: 100 kHz, 150 kHz, 220 kHz, 330 kHz, 470 kHz, 680
kHz, and 1 MHz. The amplitude of the transmitted tone burst signals
was scaled to the maximum LDR permitted by the system: ±1.6 ·HV.
Windowing of the acquired traces was done by including an incre-
asing number of sine wave periods as f0 grew, to keep a reasonably
sharp frequency resolution in the resulting FFT spectra. Two periods
were windowed at f0 = 100 kHz, up to 11 periods at 1 MHz.
The results are plotted in Figure 4.20
.
through Figure 4.26
.
. The same
operating conditions maintained throughout these tests: power stage
supply rails of ±48 V and 100 pF load.
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Figure 4.20: Tone burst driver test output at 100 kHz: (a) windowed wa-
veform; (b) FFT spectrum.
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Figure 4.21: Tone burst driver test output at 150 kHz: (a) windowed wa-
veform; (b) FFT spectrum.
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Figure 4.22: Tone burst driver test output at 220 kHz: (a) windowed wa-
veform; (b) FFT spectrum.
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Figure 4.23: Tone burst driver test output at 330 kHz: (a) windowed wa-
veform; (b) FFT spectrum.
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Figure 4.24: Tone burst driver test output at 470 kHz: (a) windowed wa-
veform; (b) FFT spectrum.
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Figure 4.25: Tone burst driver test output at 680 kHz: (a) windowed wa-
veform; (b) FFT spectrum.
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Figure 4.26: Tone burst driver test output at 1 MHz: (a) windowed wa-
veform; (b) FFT spectrum.
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The waveform plots clearly show an amplitude reduction with in-
creasing tone burst frequency f0, even though all the signals were
encoded with the same peak amplitude and carrier frequency. A plot
highlighting this behavior is shown in Figure 4.27
.
.
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Figure 4.27: Amplitude of the fundamental output of tone burst tests in the
100 kHz–1 MHz range.
Quantifying the quality of the generated waveforms is not straig-
htforward, as the spectra show many peaks: some related to the ba-
seband tone, the residual carrier, and some carrier intermodulation
sidelobes.
A criterion to evaluate the signals was chosen by combining the
total harmonic distortion of the baseband signal, including contribu-
tions up to the 10th harmonic whenever possible, with the amplitude
of the carrier at fPWE: this quantity was named THD+C and has the
expression shown in Equation 4.9
.
, where V1 is the amplitude of the
tone burst fundamental, Vn are the harmonics, and VC the carrier.
THD+C =
√∑k
n=2 V
2
n,RMS + V
2
C,RMS
V21,RMS
(4.9)
The THD+C was calculated for all the tone bursts acquired, and the
resulting values are plotted in Figure 4.28
.
.
The SINAD (Signal-to-noise and distortion ratio) could also be eva-
luated from the data acquired above, applying the dispositions inclu-
ded in the IEEE 1658 standard [144
.
].
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Figure 4.28: THD+C of the tone bursts generated with 5 MHz carrier.
The standard method for calculating the SINAD in the frequency
domain involves processing the FFT spectra of integral-cycle tone wa-
veforms generated by the device under test. This process is repeated
for different tone frequencies output at full-scale amplitude.
Equation 4.10
.
is used to calculate the SINAD starting from the FFT
of an acquired trace, where the V0,RMS term represents the RMS am-
plitude of the fundamental, while the NAD term at the denominator
is expanded in Equation 4.11
.
.
SINAD =
V0,RMS
NAD
(4.10)
The NAD is calculated by considering the remaining spectral com-
ponents after removing the DC and the contributions at f0, and thus
represents the RMS of noise and unwanted signals (including the har-
monics, the residual modulation carrier, and the intermodulation pro-
ducts). For all the measurements hereby presented, the energy contri-
butions of the fundamental were always restricted to a single FFT bin,
resulting in a total of 3 points being removed from the NAD calcula-
tion (i. e., the DC term, and both positive and negative components
at f0).
NAD =
1√
N (N− 3)
√ ∑
n∈BNAD
S [n]2 (4.11)
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In Equation 4.11
.
, S[n] is the FFT magnitude, which in the original SI-
NAD definition is replaced by a spectral average but here represents
the spectrum of a single waveform (the difference between the two
is negligible), N is the number of points of the FFT, and BNAD is the
set of all integers between 1 and N − 1, excluding the two indexes
corresponding to the fundamental bins (S[0] corresponds to the DC
component, and thus also excluded).
The SINAD calculated from the tone burst tests executed in the 100
kHz–1 MHz range with fPWE = 5 MHz is reported in Figure 4.29
.
.
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Figure 4.29: Signal-to-noise and distortion ratio of the ultrasound driver ope-
rating with a 5 MHz carrier.
The effective number of bits (ENOB) is directly related to the full-
scale SINAD (expressed in dB) through Equation 4.12
.
.
ENOB =
SINADdB
20
log2 10−
log2 1.5
2
(4.12)
The ENOB of the ultrasound driver operating with fPWE = 5 MHz is
plotted in Figure 4.30
.
.
A waveform generation test was also done with a tone burst at f0 =
470 kHz, but doubled carrier frequency (fPWE = 10 MHz). In this case
the duty ratio stepping was reduced to div = 10, resulting in a smaller
amplitude LDR of ±1.2 ·HV. The result is shown in Figure 4.31
.
.
Trading duty ratio quantization for increased sample rate resulted
in a smoother-looking sine wave, and also pushed the carrier at a fre-
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Figure 4.30: Effective number of bits of the ultrasound driver operating with
a 5 MHz carrier.
quency where the reconstruction filters provided better rejection. The
increase in signal quality was confirmed by calculating the SINAD in
these conditions, which resulted in a value of 26.8 dB, 4.4 dB higher
than the corresponding SINAD obtained with fPWE = 5 MHz.
However, the drawbacks of increasing fPWE included a smaller LDR
and increased power consumption (pulser switching losses are di-
rectly proportional to the carrier frequency).
4.3.5 Output Feedback
The transducer-driving output lanes (after the reconstruction filters)
were fitted with feedback amplifiers to collect scaled-down (∼ 1 : 100)
replicas of their signals, and individually route them to dedicated in-
put channels of the ADC. These feedback paths will eventually allow
the system to sense the high-voltage signals as they are being applied
to the transducers.
Though no functionality has yet been implemented, the envisaged
purposes of the feedback path include output correction and provi-
ding a reference transmitted signal to be used further down the line,
while processing the data collected by the reception chain.
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Figure 4.31: Tone burst driver test output at 470 kHz: (a) windowed wa-
veform; (b) FFT spectrum.
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4.3.6 Passive-Mode Receiver
Previous experience with the system described in Chapter 3
.
sugge-
sted that specific, low-gain signal conditioning channels were requi-
red to perform passive-mode impact and vibration detection.
Those channels were designed similarly to the output feedback des-
cribed above (using banks of Texas Instruments THS4524 fully diffe-
rential amplifiers), but provided an attenuation of ∼ 1 : 5.
4.3.7 T/R Switching
Transmit / receive switching is handled by two dedicated multichan-
nel chips (Texas Instruments TX810) that contain a bank of diode
bridges with programmable biasing. Together with the pulser chips,
these are the only devices of the entire analog signal chain that re-
quire split ±5 V supplies.
The specified bandwidth of the TX810 is much wider than what is
required by the proposed design, even at the lowest bias setting (65
MHz).
4.4 receiving signals
Guided-wave ultrasound propagated over complex media like CFRP
plates and shells incur in significant attenuation [145
.
] which, combi-
ned with the poor sensitivity of piezopolymer film transducers dis-
cussed in Chapter 2
.
, makes the task of receiving these signals parti-
cularly arduous: very large gain is generally required from the pre-
amplifiers, and low-noise.
Furthermore, practical considerations regarding the target operati-
onal environment of SHM systems (e. g., ground vehicles, aircrafts,
rotating machinery) suggest the presence of significant EMI, pushing
in the direction of adopting fully-differential signal conditioning cir-
cuitry.
Broadband piezoploymer transducers tend to present a large capa-
citive impedance within the bandwidth of interest for the proposed
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system (100 kHz–1 MHz), in the kilohm range, that needs to be taken
into account when designing the signal conditioning electronics.
As the active area of piezopolymer transducer shrinks (like those
presented in Section 2.5
.
and Section 2.7
.
), maintaining the same film
thickness results in an inevitable increase of the source impedance, to
the point where signal extraction strategies should be reconsidered.
The topic of transducer interfacing will be explored below with
explicit reference to the IDTs presented earlier in the text, but the
conclusions are generally applicable to every kind of piezoelectric
sensor.
4.4.1 Voltage-Mode and Charge-Mode Interfacing
Considering a single piezoelectric sensor with two electrodes, there
are two complementary ways of detecting the charge generated by di-
rect piezoelectric effect, that essentially depend on the way the sensor
is electrically loaded.
• When the sensor is left open-circuit, a voltage can be detected
at its electrodes when excess charge is generated. In reality, any
voltage-mode sense circuit will have a finite input impedance.
• If the sensor electrodes are deliberately shorted, on the other
hand, the excess charge can be detected as a current flowing
through the short. Of course, actual charge-mode circuits have a
non-zero input impedance.
When dealing with IDTs, different sensing modes benefit from diffe-
rent connection of the electrodes. This is easily explained referring to
Figure 4.32
.
.
In Figure 4.32a
.
, all the electrodes on the bottom side of the IDT
are shorted together and used as a ground plane of sorts, resulting
in half the fingers being in series with the other half and, since the
signals are supposed to be equal in magnitude but opposite in phase,
the resulting open-circuit voltage developed between the [+] and [-]
terminals is two times that generated by a single finger. A voltage-
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(a) (b)
Figure 4.32: IDT preferred connection strategies for sensor interfacing: (a)
voltage-mode; (b) charge-mode.
mode amplifier with sufficiently high input impedance works well
with this configuration.
Consider instead the configuration of Figure 4.32b
.
, where the fin-
gers are connected in antiparallel. In this case all the charge separated
at each electrode pair will build up on a single equivalent capacitance:
as there is no stacking of fingers, the total open-circuit voltage at ter-
minals [+] and [-] will be the same as that of a single finger. This
configuration, however, allows the complete extraction of the charge
generated by the IDT, and is thus best suited for interfacing with a
charge-mode amplifier.
The advantage of using one solution over the other depends on the
intended application and sensor characteristics. For instance, a sensor
displaying a rather large stray (non piezo-active) capacitance might
benefit from charge-mode interfacing. An interesting example repor-
ted in the literature regards the interfacing of PVDF-based PWAS,
where the authors resorted to using a charge amplifier to boost the
received signal [146
.
].
The analog front-end developed as part of the Pandora testbench
system (described in Section 4.4.6
.
) integrated both sensing method,
providing swappable voltage-mode (instrumentation amplifier) and
charge-mode pre-amplifiers.
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4.4.2 The Fully-Differential Charge Amplifier
The fully-differential charge amplifier was developed as a natural ex-
tension of the well-known differential-input charge amplifier shown
in Figure 4.33
.
. An inverting unity-gain buffer was added to close a
secondary feedback loop, obtaining the differential-input, differential-
output topology shown in Figure 4.34
.
.
RF
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VID
VO
IID
IID
QIN
Figure 4.33: Differential-input charge amplifier schematic.
The mid-band charge conversion gain of the two amplifier topolo-
gies can be found through simple circuit analysis, and has in both
cases the expression reported in Equation 4.13
.
.
|ADM| =
∣∣∣∣ VOVID
∣∣∣∣ = ∣∣∣∣VODVID
∣∣∣∣ = 2CF (4.13)
What changes significantly between the two topologies is the diffe-
rential input impedance presented to the source, when the same feed-
back impedance is used (ZF = RF ‖ CF).
The differential input impedance of the charge amplifier of Fi-
gure 4.33
.
can be calculated using Equation 4.14
.
, where AOL is the
open-loop gain of the operational amplifier U1.
ZIN =
VID
IID
=
2 ·ZF
1+AOL
(4.14)
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Figure 4.34: Fully-differential charge amplifier schematic.
The input impedance of the fully-differential variant of Figure 4.34
.
,
on the other hand, has the expression shown in Equation 4.15
.
. The-
refore, as long as the open-loop gain of the operational amplifier U1
does not start to roll-off, the input impedance magnitude of the fully-
differential charge-amplifier will be practically half that of its parent
circuit.
ZIN =
VID
IID
=
2 ·ZF
1+ 2 ·AOL (4.15)
This advantage is particularly important when interfacing piezoelec-
tric sensors in the presence of parasitic loading (e. g., due to the ca-
ble’s stray capacitance): a lower impedance path, the charge amplifier
itself, will collect and amplify most of the charge generated.
4.4.2.1 Equivalence Between Charge and Voltage Gain
An equivalence can be established between the charge-to-voltage con-
version gain, and the regular voltage gain of capacitive sources. Alt-
hough based on idealized conditions, this equivalence can be useful
to compare amplifiers of different nature.
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Knowing the source capacitance CSRC [F] and the conversion gain
ADM [V/C] of the charge amplifier, the voltage gain required by a
voltage-mode amplifier with infinite input impedance to get the same
output signal amplitude would be:
AV,eq = ADM ·CSRC (4.16)
Incidentally, the equation above also represents the gain experien-
ced by the equivalent input voltage noise of the main op-amp in the
charge amplifier topology (U1 in Figure 4.34
.
).
4.4.2.2 Charge Amplifier Prototype
A fully-differential charge amplifier prototype board was designed
and manufactured to test the topology. The prototype included addi-
tional conditioning stages cascaded to the charge amplifier, providing
gain and bandpass filtering: a simplified schematic of the complete
signal chain is shown in Figure 4.35
.
.
Fully-Differential
Charge Amplifier
Fully-Differential
Gain Stage
Difference
Amplifier
+5V
-5V
INP
INN
OUT
Figure 4.35: Block scheme of the fully-differential charge amplifier pro-
totype, showing the whole signal conditioning chain.
4.4.3 The Advantage of Charge-Mode Interfacing
An experiment was set up to prove the benefit of using a charge
amplifier in the presence of unwanted capacitive sensor loading.
Two IDTs were taped to an aluminum plate and used to pitch /
catch a Lamb wave packet (see Figure 4.36
.
). Reception was perfor-
med with an instrumentation amplifier (the front-end described in
Section 3.2.1
.
), and the prototype charge amplifier presented above.
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Figure 4.36: Setup used to compare voltage and charge-mode interfacing: (a)
IDTs taped to an aluminum plate (1.2 mm thick) at a distance
of 150 mm; (b) schematic depiction of the instrumentation.
A tone burst centered at 160 kHz was transmitted with one IDT,
and the signal received by the other IDT was alternately routed to
one of the two pre-amplifiers, and acquired with the oscilloscope. The
measurements were repeated after adding a 470 pF capacitor across
the receiving IDT terminals, and the results can be compared in Fi-
gure 4.37
.
(The two front-ends had slightly different overall gain, but
the electrical connection of the transducer was kept the same).
The plots clearly show that loading the transducer affected in a
significant way only the voltage-mode receiver, while the signal con-
ditioned with the charge amplifier is almost identical to the unloaded
case.
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Figure 4.37: Comparison of the signals received with and without additional
capacitive loading of the sensor: (a) voltage-mode front-end; (b)
charge-mode front-end.
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4.4.4 Improving the Charge Amplifier
The limitations of the fully-differential charge amplifier design pre-
sented above are mainly connected to the performance of commerci-
ally available operational amplifiers. It is clear from the expression of
the input impedance (Equation 4.15
.
) that increasing the gain of the
amplifier comes at the cost of increasing its input impedance, unless
the open-loop gain of op-amp U1 can somehow be increased too.
The fully-differential charge amplifier was designed using a FET-
input op-amp (Texas Instruments OPA657) with rather large open-
loop DC gain (70 dB) and GBW (1.6 GHz), and a bias current so low
(±2 pA) that it could be easily supplied through the very large feed-
back resistors RF with negligible voltage drop. This device required a
supply voltage between 8 V and 10 V.
The sought after improvements of the charge amplifier included
increasing the charge conversion gain, at the same time decreasing
the input impedance, and reducing the supply voltage to 5 V, or less.
Operational amplifiers with better open-loop performance and re-
duced supply voltage are available in bipolar technology, like the
Texas Instruments LMH6629. The adoption of such component, ho-
wever, arose the question of how to provide the input biasing current,
as bipolar op-amps require a significant one (in the tens of micro-
amps).
Without going into ASIC territory, the solution to the biasing pro-
blem was found by introducing an input buffering stage built with
a MOSFET differential pair, as shown in Figure 4.38
.
. The matched
NMOS devices were commercially available as discrete components
from Advanced Linear Devices, part number ALD1101A.
The new, buffered charge amplifier retained most of the functional
characteristics of the previous version, with the proper distinctions.
Apart from buffering the input bias current of U1, the differential
pair was also used to further increase the open-loop gain: cascading
the differential pair (with gain AD,pair) and op-amp U1 (with open-
loop gain AOL) resulted in a combined open-loop gain of ACOL =
AD,pair ·AOL.
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Figure 4.38: Simplified schematic of the improved fully-differential charge
amplifier.
This parameter defined the differential input impedance of the new
topology according to Equation 4.17
.
.
ZIN =
VID
IID
=
2 · (RF ‖ CF)
1+ 2 ·ACOL (4.17)
4.4.4.1 Charge Amplifier Design Guidelines
Neglecting the additional differential pair for the time being, some
general design considerations can be done regarding the charge con-
version transfer function of the amplifier, and how it is affected by
the parasitic components present at the inputs.
A lumped-element equivalent network of the input parasitic com-
ponents is shown in Figure 4.39
.
. The various elements included there
are related to both the charge source (piezoelectric transducer), and
the actual design of the amplifier prototype board used for debugging
and characterization. The origin of such components is anticipated
here, and will be expanded later in Section 4.4.6
.
: the two Rseries re-
present the on-resistance of the analog multiplexer, Cstray models the
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Figure 4.39: Lumped element equivalent network of the parasitic compo-
nents present at the inputs of the charge amplifier.
parasitic (i. e., non-active) capacitance of the source and of the mul-
tiplexer inputs, Cshunt models the parasitic capacitance of the multi-
plexer outputs, CDC are the DC blocking capacitors placed to prevent
the multiplexer from affecting the bias point of the charge amplifier.
conversion gain and frequency response The mid-band
charge conversion gain of the buffered charge amplifier is defined by
the feedback capacitors as ADM = 2/CF. The pole that sets the -3dB
high-pass cut-off frequency of the transfer function is determined by
RF and CF:
fHP(-3dB) =
1
2piRFCF
(4.18)
The low-pass frequency, however, can be easily defined only if a set
of approximations are respected. Assuming that Cstray is known, and
that the total impedance seen across the rightmost terminals of Rseries
is dominated by its real component RIN:
fLP(-3dB) =
1
2pi (Rseries + RIN)Cstray
(4.19)
However, the assumptions under which the previous expression holds
are very strict and, since the input impedance of the charge amplifier
tends to be capacitive, the low-pass frequency can only be set by deli-
berately increasing Rseries until it prevails over the capacitive compo-
nent, which is clearly a bad idea, since doing so would also increase
the overall load impedance seen by the piezoelectric source.
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Consider now the components Cshunt, CDC, and ZIN: they form a
current divider where the actual signal injected into the amplifier can
be calculated with Equation 4.20
.
.
IIN
IS
=
sCDC
2+sZINCDC
sCDC
2+sZINCDC
+ sCshunt
=
=
1(
1+ 2CshuntCDC
)(
1+ sZINCDCCshuntCDC+2Cshunt
) (4.20)
The left-hand factor of the denominator shows that the ratio between
Cshunt and CDC determines an attenuation of the input signal, and
thus CDC should be maximized.
The right-hand factor is frequency-dependent, but can be approx-
imated to Equation 4.21
.
under the assumption that ZIN is behaving
like a capacitor, CIN. This assumption is reasonable when, referring to
Equation 4.17
.
, CF dominates the feedback impedance and ACOL has
yet to start rolling off.
IIN
IS
≈ 1(
1+ 2CshuntCDC
) [
1+ sCDCCshunt
sCIN(CDC+2Cshunt)
] =
=
1(
1+ 2CshuntCDC
)(
1+ 1CIN ·
CDCCshunt
CDC+2Cshunt
) (4.21)
The approximate Equation 4.21
.
shows that the right-hand factor also
contributes a broadband attenuation, in this case exacerbated by an
increase of either CDC or Cshunt, while CIN counteracts the effect. At
higher frequency, when the combined open-loop gain ACOL starts de-
creasing and phase-shifting, ZIN loses its capacitive behavior, and a
pole is determined by CDC and Cshunt.
The conclusion is that, in the absence of significant series resis-
tance between the source and the charge amplifier inputs, the high-
frequency behavior of the transfer function is ultimately defined by
the open-loop gain, as acting on the other elements of the input net-
work leads to unwanted collateral effects within the passband region.
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4.4.4.2 Additional Differential Pair
Despite the potential to increase the combined open-loop gain of the
charge amplifier, the additional FET differential pair stage had several
operating point constraints imposed by the other circuit components,
such that the final AD,pair was rather low.
The differential pair performance could have been increased by
adopting common analog design techniques, such as using active lo-
ads instead of resistors. This path, however, was not ventured, as the
fact that this design was made with discrete components resulted in
the following circumstances:
• There is a very limited choice of off-the-shelf matched MOSFET
pairs (or arrays), and obviously their geometry cannot be adjus-
ted to the application requirements.
• The packages of said devices are big. Increasing the number of
MOSFETs in a discrete design leads to a significant increase in
circuit board area.
• Discrete, matched MOSFETs arrays are not cheap.
• Resistors with tight tolerance and extended value range are wi-
dely available as discrete components.
With reference to Figure 4.38
.
, it is observed the gate voltage of
the differential pair corresponds to the DC voltage present at both
op-amps output terminals, and is set through VB. Since the ampli-
fier outputs are the nodes that experience the largest voltage swing
during normal operation, it was advisable to keep them biased at
mid-supply to reduce nonlinearities. Therefore, the FETs gate voltage
was fixed at 2.5 V.
The drain nodes of the FETs, on the other hand, are directly con-
nected to the input terminals of U1, meaning that they must respect
the common-mode input range of the op-amp. The input terminals
of the LMH6629 had a large flexibility in the bias point they could
accept, up to 3.8 V according to the datasheet.
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Eventually, the operating point of the differential pair was set with
2.5 V at the MOSFET gates, and a tail current IT= 15 mA (the tail ge-
nerator was a discrete NPN BJT current mirror made with a Nexperia
BCM61B). Using two precision (±0.1%) load resistors RD= 270 Ω, the
DC drain voltage of the pair was 2.9 V, while the source terminals
rested at 110 mV. At this operating point, the small signal transcon-
ductance of the two FETs was gm≈ 7 mS.
When calculating the differential pair gain AD,pair, the loading in-
troduced by op-amp U1 had to be factored in. Unfortunately, the
LMH6629 used in the proposed implementation did not have a speci-
fied differential input resistance, nor its simulation macro-model was
declared accurate with regards to this characteristic: in the absence of
official data, simulation results were used as a best guess.
The nominal (unloaded) gain of the differential pair was AD,pair =
gmRD = 1.89, simulations performed by adding U1 as load showed
the gain decreasing to AD,pair = 1.72, or 4.7 dB.
The loading introduced by U1 had also major effects on the band-
width. Usually, the frequency response of a MOSFET differential pair
is determined by the Miller multiplication of the gate-drain capaci-
tance [147
.
, sec. 6.6], however, given the very low gain of this imple-
mentation, the frequency response was actually determined by the
input capacitance of U1. Even with such loading, simulations showed
that the differential pair bandwidth was wider than the open-loop
frequency response of the operational-amplifier.
It is worth noting that U1 could considerably affect the differential
pair frequency response also through the Miller multiplication of any
capacitance connected between its inverting input pin and the output
(shown as CM in Figure 4.40
.
). Given the very large open-loop gain
of the LMH6629, even a tiny, 1 pF feedback capacitance would have
resulted in several nanofarads of additional differential pair loading,
and this is the reason why introducing a CM was avoided during the
design.
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4.4.4.3 Stability and Frequency Compensation
The stability of differential circuits can be tricky to analyze due to
the existence of multiple feedback paths and the effect of common-
mode feedback [148
.
, 149
.
]. Fortunately, the proposed charge amplifier
topology was such that all the feedback loops could be cut open at
only one point, shown in red in Figure 4.40
.
, thus defining a single
loop gain GLOOP.
Though the low-frequency behavior of the loop gain could be eva-
luated analytically, the crossover frequency of GLOOP was determi-
ned by the interplay of the high-frequency transfer functions of the
various active building blocks of the circuit, making this analysis a
daunting task that could be effectively approached only through si-
mulation.
The low frequency behavior of the loop gain, however, still provi-
ded an important insight into the stability of the charge amplifier.
Equation 4.22
.
approximates GLOOP at low frequency by assuming
that the various gain factors of the active components are flat. The
expression refers to the component designators of Figure 4.38
.
, and
includes the total capacitance CSRC present at the charge amplifier
inputs (i. e., due to both transducer and parasitics).
GLOOP(LF) ≈ −2ACOL 1+ sRFCF
1+ sRF (CSRC +CF)
(4.22)
The equation above shows that the source capacitance contributes in
defining the first pole of the loop gain. It can be thus inferred that in-
creasing the source capacitance would pull the loop gain crossover to
lower frequency, thus increasing the gain margin. This assumption,
however, needs to be checked against the high-frequency phase of
GLOOP, which might not be strictly monotonic, leading to the possibi-
lity of a reduction in phase margin for certain ranges of CSRC.
All things considered, the effect of CSRC at low frequency still sug-
gests that compensation of the charge amplifier should be performed
for the minimum expected source capacitance. In our implementa-
tion, such a minimum was provided by the parasitic capacitances
introduced by the input multiplexer (∼ 17.5 pF).
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VDD
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U1
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RCOMP
CCOMP CM
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CSRC
Figure 4.40: Schematic of the components that can be used to compensate
the buffered charge amplifier.
Using the circuit simulator, the loop gain was evaluated by inclu-
ding a model of the multiplexer, and the phase margin increased to
∼ 70° by introducing the passives highlighted in Figure 4.40
.
(RCOMP,
CCOMP, and CX), except CM (for, as explained in the previous section,
the adoption of such component is detrimental). The simulated loop
gain of the final, compensated prototype with minimum source capa-
citance is plotted in Figure 4.41
.
.
The stability analysis and compensation explained above did not
include the effects connected to loading of the charge amplifier out-
puts. This is because of the characteristics of the cascaded stage, a
Texas Instruments LMH6517, that did not really affect the loop gain
of the charge amplifiers at the frequency of interest.
4.4.4.4 Evaluation of the Input Impedance
The input impedance of the proposed charge amplifier could not be
measured directly without designing a specific instrument. However,
circuit simulations were used to get an idea about the performance
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Figure 4.41: Simulated loop gain of the charge amplifier after compensation,
with minimum source capacitance (17.5 pF). Phase and gain
margins are indicated with arrows.
of the proposed circuit, and how it compared to the original topology
described in Section 4.4.2
.
.
The plot of Figure 4.42
.
shows the input impedance of the fully-
differential charge amplifier, alongside that of the improved charge
amplifier. Since frequency compensation acted directly on the com-
bined open-loop gain ACOL, the input impedance of the buffered
charge amplifier is shown for the compensated variant. Note that
these simulations do not account for the parasitic components shown
in Figure 4.39
.
, they only show the impedance seen at the charge am-
plifier’s own inputs.
4.4.4.5 Characterization of the Amplifier
Some definitions need to be given before diving into the characteriza-
tion of the charge amplifier.
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.
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QV
QIN
QIN
Figure 4.43: Definition of the charge flow in a differential configuration.
With reference to Figure 4.43
.
, the differential and common-mode
charge signals injected at the inputs of the amplifier are defined as
follows:
QI,DM =
Q+IN −Q
−
IN
2
QI,CM = Q
+
IN +Q
−
IN
(4.23)
These definitions will be maintained throughout this section.
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a proper charge source A charge source can be made with
either one of the dual circuits shown in Figure 4.44
.
, corresponding
to the Thévenin and a Norton equivalent sources. Their equivalence,
however, is not as straightforward as it may seem at first glance.
Csrc
Vsrc ZL
IL
(a)
CsrcIsrc ZL
IL
(b)
Figure 4.44: Equivalent charge source models: (a) Thévenin; (b) Norton.
Consider both the equivalent sources shown in Figure 4.44
.
closed
on a low-impedance load, such that ZL  Zsrc within the bandwidth
of interest. The output charge signal is represented by the time inte-
gral of the current delivered to the load (iL) or, in the Laplace domain,
by IL/s.
Assume that the source of Figure 4.44a
.
is driven with an AC signal
of constant amplitude; since the voltage divider between Csrc and
the load is largely dominated by the source capacitance, the output
charge signal will remain practically constant in amplitude as the AC
frequency is swept.
In the case of Figure 4.44b
.
, the current divider formed between
Csrc and ZL is dominated by the load, which sinks almost the totality
of the current. Therefore, if the input AC current signal is kept at a
constant amplitude through the frequency sweep, the actual charge
signal delivered to the load will shrink with increasing frequency.
As a matter of fact, one approach may be better and easier to im-
plement than the other, depending on the measurements that have
to be performed, and the instrumentation at hand. In this work, only
voltage-based equivalent sources were used.
measuring the differential amplification A purely dif-
ferential charge source was built using a FDA (Texas Instruments
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LMH6552) in single-ended to differential configuration (active balun),
and adding two capacitors of equal value (Csource= 3.3 pF) in series
with the outputs. The total capacitance was therefore 1.65 pF, a value
sufficiently low to result in a source impedance considerably higher
than the charge amplifier’s simulated input impedance up to 10MHz.
A simplified schematic of the charge source and the measurement
setup is shown in Figure 4.45
.
, a picture of the charge source board is
shown in Figure 4.46
.
.
50 Csource
active balunsignal
source
50
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charge
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Csource
x1 VOD
Figure 4.45: Simplified direct measurement setup for the charge amplifier
differential-mode gain.
Figure 4.46: Picture of the differential-mode charge source. Board size is
60×50 mm.
Under the condition that the voltage divider seen from the balun
(i. e., the FDA outputs) was largely dominated by the two source ca-
pacitors, the differential amplitude of the charge signal injected by
the source could be approximated as:
|Qsource| = |Vsource|
Csource
2
(4.24)
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The actual transfer function between the benchtop signal generator
and the differential outputs of the active balun was measured on its
own to extrapolate a gain / phase correction factor that was later
applied to the charge amplifier measurements.
With the input signal thus characterized, the differential charge-
to-voltage conversion transfer function could be measured, and the
result is compared with the simulation in Figure 4.47
.
.
common-mode rejection While directly measuring the diffe-
rential response of the charge amplifier was a rather simple task that
could be solved with the adoption of a special balun, measuring the
common-mode response was another thing entirely.
To gain some perspective on the matter, one can start by looking at
the usual way differential, voltage-input amplifiers are characterized:
by connecting a single-ended voltage source to the short-circuited
inputs of the amplifier, the injection of a pure common-mode signal
is guaranteed, and the common-mode gain can be directly measured.
The importance of measuring the common-mode gain directly can-
not be overstated. Any differential amplifier is expected to provide
a significant common-mode rejection ratio (CMRR) and, depending
on the circuit performance, the disparity between differential and
common-mode gain could be many orders of magnitude. In those
situations, trying to indirectly extrapolate the common-mode from
measurements where both contributions are present becomes an in-
surmountable task, as the resolution limits of the instrumentation will
obliterate the common-mode contribution buried within the differen-
tial signal.
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Figure 4.47: Simulated and measured differential transfer function of the
buffered charge amplifier: (a) gain; (b) phase.
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indirect common-mode gain extrapolation The resolu-
tion required to indirectly extract the common-mode gain from a
mixed measurement can be estimated by considering the setup il-
lustrated in Figure 4.48
.
, which was one of the many possible measu-
rements approaches considered during this work.
50 Csource
bu ersignal
source
50
20dB
attenuator
x1
INP
INN
QV
charge
amplifier
VOD
OUTP
OUTN
Figure 4.48: Simplified indirect measurement setup for the charge amplifier
common-mode gain.
A single ended charge source is used to apply the same input sig-
nal alternately to the positive and negative inputs of the charge am-
plifier, while no signal is injected inside the other terminal. Assuming
that the input signal does not drift between measurements, the two
resulting traces acquired at the charge amplifier outputs will be com-
posed of a common-mode contribution (identical in both cases), and
a differential-mode contribution with same magnitude but inverted
phase.
If we indicate with V
′
OD the output measured with the source con-
nected to INP, and V
′′
OD the one measured with the source connected
to INN, the common-mode output can be extracted with a simple
computation:
VOD,CM =
V
′
OD +V
′′
OD
2
=
=
(VOD,CM +VOD,DM) + (VOD,CM −VOD,DM)
2
(4.25)
Unfortunately, calculating the expression above becomes far from
simple if done in the digital domain, after the two output traces have
been acquired.
The resolution needed to properly appreciate the common-mode
signal in the presence of a differential mode can be evaluated roughly
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by assuming that the CMRR of the charge amplifier under test is
known.
With reference to the setup of Figure 4.48
.
, the input differential
and common-mode charge signals are known and related by QI,DM =
QI,CM/2, hence the ratio between the differential and common-mode
components of VOD is exactly half the CMRR, or:
VOD,DM
VOD,CM
=
QI,DM ·ADM
QI,CM ·ACM =
ADM
2ACM
(4.26)
When sampling VOD with an ADC, assuming that the signal is scaled
to the full dynamic range, the ratio between differential and common-
mode signals translates into a minimum required SNRdB > CMRRdB−
6.02. For an ideal ADC, the SNR due to quantization corresponds to
SNRdB = 6.02 ·N + 1.76, where N is the number of bits [150
.
]. The
minimum number of bits required to avoid obliterating the common-
mode signal is thus:
N > (CMRRdB − 6.02− 1.76)
6.02
(4.27)
As an example, assume that the CMRR of the amplifier at a certain
frequency is 80 dB: the absolute minimum number of bits required
as per the above equation is 12, and this estimate completely neglects
the presence of noise. Since most oscilloscopes have an effective num-
ber of bits (ENOB) around 6 ∼ 8, trying to indirectly extrapolate the
common-mode signal by performing operations on digitally acquired
waveforms appears to be ill-advised.
A different approach might involve performing the common-mode
signal extraction in the analog domain. Although probably feasible,
this method requires a significant design effort to build the required
instrumentation.
direct common-mode gain measurement Theoretically, a
pure common-mode charge —or current— signal could be injected
into a differential amplifier by connecting its input ports in series
(as opposed to voltage-mode differential amplifiers, where the in-
puts need to be shunted). This connection unfortunately requires that
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the two input ports have separate return terminals (not the circuit
ground), which was clearly not the case in the proposed charge ampli-
fier. The alternative was building a dual charge source with matched
outputs.
The problem of directly measuring the common-mode charge con-
version gain has already been addressed in [151
.
], where the authors
used two Norton equivalent sources to build a common-mode charge
source that required only a single capacitor. An equal current signal
was injected by two current-feedback amplifiers configured as V-to-I
converters bridged across the source capacitor terminals, thus avoi-
ding the need to use two capacitance-matched sources.
The common-mode source built for this work used a single voltage
buffer with its output connected to two source capacitors in parallel,
which were in turn attached to the positive and negative inputs of the
charge amplifier. A simplified representation is shown in Figure 4.49
.
,
while the full schematic can be found in Appendix B
.
.
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VOD
Figure 4.49: Simplified direct measurement setup for the charge amplifier
common-mode gain.
Csource1 was a fixed, 2 pF thin-film capacitor, while Csource2 was ac-
tually a network including a precision trimmer, specifically crafted to
provide a worst-case fine adjustment range of about 150 fF around
the nominal value of Csource1, enough to cover all the combined tole-
rance mismatches of the capacitors. A picture of the common-mode
charge source board is shown in Figure 4.50
.
.
Trimming the source was necessary because no commercially avai-
lable capacitor could provide a sufficiently tight tolerance to reduce
the spurious differential-mode signal to an acceptably small ampli-
tude.
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Figure 4.50: Picture of the common-mode charge source. Board size is 60×50
mm.
Ideally, the trimming process should aim at a condition where
Csource1=Csource2: in that case the charge signals injected at the two
inputs of the amplifier would be identical, and no differential-mode
would be present. This approach, however, fails to address the ef-
fects of unbalanced input impedance of the charge amplifier itself, as the
topology is non-symmetrical and therefore a certain amount of single-
ended input impedance mismatch is present. This mismatch becomes
even more significant at high frequency, where the impedance of the
source capacitors is lower.
An attempt at direct calibration of the two capacitors was done
regardless, using a high-CMRR difference amplifier specifically inclu-
ded on the charge source circuit board (the schematic can be found
in Appendix B
.
). As expected, the attempt failed to provide satisfying
results due to systematic unbalances affecting the calibration proce-
dure.
In light of the previous considerations, a different calibration techni-
que was pursued: one that involved the charge amplifier itself.
The idea was to trim Csource2 online, when connected to the charge
amplifier, by observing and trying to minimize the amplifier’s output
signal, which would also take care of the intrinsic unbalance of the
input impedance.
Of course this procedure hid a perilous pitfall: the minimum out-
put of the charge amplifier did not necessarily correspond to the mi-
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nimization of the differential input signal, but could be due to the
mutual cancellation of the differential and common-mode contributi-
ons.
A solution to the dilemma of calibration was found through the
simulator. By doing a Monte Carlo run of the charge amplifier that
included all the passive component tolerances, the resulting set of
common-mode gain transfer functions showed a remarkable feature:
all the simulations converged at 10 MHz, as shown in Figure 4.52
.
(the plot only includes twenty outcomes). This point of convergence
was thus used as a reference to calibrate the common-mode charge
source.
The Monte Carlo simulations also showed the presence of an anti-
resonance peak in the common-mode gain, whose frequency changed
(or the peak completely disappeared) depending on the mismatch of
the passive components. This antiresonance was also observed in the
measured common-mode gain, reported together with the simulati-
ons in Figure 4.52
.
.
The common-mode rejection ratio could then be computed by divi-
ding the differential-mode gain of Figure 4.47
.
by the common-mode
gain of Figure 4.52
.
, obtaining the curve plotted in Figure 4.51
.
.
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Figure 4.51: Measured common-mode rejection ratio of the buffered charge
amplifier.
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Figure 4.52: Simulated and measured common-mode transfer function of
the buffered charge amplifier: (a) gain; (b) phase.
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output noise measurements The output noise spectral den-
sity (NSD) of the proposed charge amplifier was measured with the
setup illustrated in Figure 4.53
.
.
The differential output was converted to a single ended signal
using a wide-band transformer (Coilcraft TTWB2010L), and matched
to the spectrum analyzer input impedance. This matching resulted in
a 1 : 2 signal attenuation at the instrument input, and a 100 Ω load at
the charge amplifier outputs.
balun
spectrum
analyzer
50
OUTN
OUTP
INP
INN
QV
charge
amplifier
1:1
1F25
1F 1F25

Csource
Figure 4.53: Setup used to measure the output noise of the charge amplifier.
Capacitors of increasing size were attached to the inputs to evalu-
ate their effect on the output noise level, since the voltage gain of
the charge amplifier is given by the ratio of the source and feedback
capacitances.
The measurements shown in Figure 4.54
.
corroborate this, as incre-
asing Csource resulted in a higher amplification of the input voltage
noise. It should be noted that the baseline output noise shown as
open circuit was determined by the parasitic capacitances of the ana-
log multiplexer at the inputs.
dynamic range and distortion As closure to this section, a
comment should be made about the dynamic range of the proposed
charge amplifier. Given the very large gain (2 TV/C), and an output
full-scale (FS) range of ±2 V peak-peak, the maximum input charge
was about ±1 pC. The total harmonic distortion (THD) at the output
of the amplifier, when closed on a 100 Ω load (same as in Figure 4.53
.
),
was measured using a 500 kHz input tone at full-scale and −1 dBFS.
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Figure 4.54: Measured output noise spectral density of the charge amplifier.
Using a signal source with an intrinsic THDsrc = 0.05% at 500 kHz,
the measured total harmonic distortion of the charge amplifier was
THD−1dBFS = 0.12% , and THDFS = 0.13% .
4.4.5 Instrumentation Amplifiers Yet Again
It would be unreasonable to assume that a charge amplifier could
be a one-size-fits-all solution for every piezoelectric sensors apt to
SHM applications. Sometimes the simplicity that comes from voltage-
mode interfacing, especially when using piezoceramic transducers,
outweighs the benefits provided by a more complex topology like
the fully-differential charge amplifier.
This is why a custom instrumentation amplifier was also designed
and implemented as an alternative sensor pre-amplifier, modifying
the classical three-op-amp topology to make it fully-differential. The
transfer function was based on the active-mode receiver built-in the
legacy SHM system, as described in Section 3.2.1
.
.
Figure 4.55
.
shows a simplified schematic of the amplifier, where
the output was made differential by replacing the subtractor stage
with an FDA.
Instrumentation amplifiers represent one of the circuit topologies
that can provide the highest input impedance. In the general case,
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Figure 4.55: Simplified schematic of the fully-differential instrumentation
amplifier.
with both inputs DC coupled to the source, the input impedance will
be defined by the op-amps themselves: if those components have FET
differential input stages, its value can be extremely high (109 ∼ 1012
Ω or more are not uncommon).
The design of instrumentation amplifiers complicates when the
source is capacitive, or needs to be AC coupled. In those cases, there
is a need to provide some form of DC path to a reference voltage, so
that the inputs of the op-amps are biased at a valid operating point.
Since the inputs of FET-based op-amps have a very low bias cur-
rent (in the order of picoamps), they usually can self-bias and reach
an equilibrium DC voltage where the leakage current of the integra-
ted ESD protection diodes is balanced. However, relying on the ESD
diodes to bias the inputs should be avoided, for the actual DC ope-
rating point will be unpredictable and prone to significant thermal
drift, which may bring the input stage outside of its specified com-
mon mode voltage range.
Biasing resistors are thus connected between the inputs and a refe-
rence voltage to fix the operating common-mode input voltage of the
op-amps (RB in Figure 4.55
.
). Their value should be as high as possible,
since they decrease the total input impedance of the amplifier.
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In the proposed design, the dual operational amplifier U1 was a
Texas Instruments OPA2300, a CMOS device characterized by a maxi-
mum input bias current of ±5 pA. Thanks to this very low current, 25
MΩ biasing resistors could be used without risking the introduction
of significant DC offsets.
The unabridged schematic of this instrumentation amplifier can be
found in Appendix B
.
.
4.4.5.1 Characterization of the Amplifier
The instrumentation amplifier was characterized in two steps by first
measuring the common-mode amplification, by applying a signal to
the inputs shorted together, and then measuring the mixed-mode am-
plification, obtained by applying a signal to the positive input with
the negative input grounded. The differential amplification was then
computed from the two measurements.
Following the simplified schematic of Figure 4.56
.
, the input sig-
nal is defined as VIC = [V(INP) + V(INN)] /2, while the differential
output is VOD = V(OUTP) − V(OUTN). This setup allows the direct
measurement of the common-mode gain ACM = VOD/VIC.
50
voltage bu er
signal
source
50
20dB
attenuator
x1
OUTN
OUTP
INP
INN
instrumentation
amplifier
Figure 4.56: Setup used to measure the common-mode gain of the instru-
mentation amplifier.
With the setup shown in Figure 4.57
.
, on the other hand, both dif-
ferential (VID = V(INP) − V(INN)) and common-mode (VIC) signals
are injected by the source, with the common-mode amplitude being
exactly half of the differential-mode. The output signal will thus be
the sum of two contributions:
VOD = VID ·ADM + VIC ·ACM = VID
(
ADM +
ACM
2
)
(4.28)
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Figure 4.57: Setup used to measure the mixed-mode output of the instru-
mentation amplifier.
Where ADM is the differential amplification, which can be now extra-
polated by solving Equation 4.29
.
.
ADM =
VOD
VID
−
ACM
2
(4.29)
The resulting differential amplification of the proposed amplifier is
plotted in Figure 4.58
.
, alongside the corresponding simulation. The
common-mode rejection ratio (CMRR = ADM/ACM) is reported in
Figure 4.59
.
.
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Figure 4.58: Simulated and measured transfer function of the fully-
differential instrumentation amplifier.
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Figure 4.59: Measured common-mode rejection ratio of the fully-differential
instrumentation amplifier.
4.4.6 The Complete Analog Front-End
Preamplifiers alone do not make for good front-ends: ancillary elec-
tronics are needed to ensure the signal is effectively acquired by
the analog-to-digital converter that ties up the receiver chain. A pro-
totype, single-channel analog front-end was thus designed including
all the components needed for the task.
The preamplifiers described in Section 4.4.4
.
and Section 4.4.5
.
were
both included in the prototype, placed side-by-side, their inputs and
outputs swapped through analog multiplexers. The input multiplexer
was a Texas Instruments TS5A23157, while the outputs were swapped
with a Texas Instruments TS5A23159.
The additional cascaded stages were a digital VGA, and an anti-
aliasing filter / ADC driver.
The prototype provided an isolated digital control interface and
hosted several voltage regulators required to operate the electronics
off of a single bus rail > 5.5 V. Figure 4.60
.
shows a concise block
scheme of the complete analog front-end, while Figure 4.61
.
is a pic-
ture of the first prototype board assembled.
The DVGA (Texas Instruments LMH6517) supported gain settings
between −9.5 dB and 22 dB in 0.5 dB steps, programmable through
the isolated SPI interface. The AAF/ADC driver was designed fol-
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Figure 4.60: Block scheme of the single-channel analog front-end prototype,
showing the whole signal conditioning chain, the control inter-
faces, and the power architecture.
lowing the manufacturer’s guidelines to directly interface with the
ADS52J90 ADC. Overall, the usable analog front-end bandwidth was
between 100 kHz and 1 MHz.
The last revision of the prototype schematics, including all the cor-
rections introduced during the debugging phase, can be found in
Appendix B
.
.
The task of turning the final revision of this prototype front-end
into an eight-channel module is ongoing. Although the prototype
PCB area was pretty generous (100×80 mm), most of the space was
wasted to add test-points and generally increase the ease of access
while debugging the electronics (the vast majority of the components
were placed on one side of the circuit board). Some of the integra-
ted circuits adopted in the prototype are also available in dual or
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Figure 4.61: Picture of the first single-channel analog front-end prototype.
Board size is 100×80 mm.
quadruple version, and the point-of-load regulators should not need
being increased in number (they will possibly be replaced with parts
supporting higher load current). The target area of the multi-channel
front-end is currently set at ∼ 30 cm2.
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5
C O M P L E T I N G T H E T E S T B E N C H S Y S T E M
The electronics developed so far have covered the transmission and
reception blocks of the Pandora daughter card, plus a subsection of
the soft design tasked with operating the driver module.
Starting from the daughter card block scheme presented in the pre-
vious chapter, here reproduced in Figure 5.1
.
, let us review the remai-
ning modules and their possible implementation.
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Figure 5.1: Target architecture of a daughter card.
5.1 acquiring the data
A multichannel ADC has already been selected to acquire all the ana-
log signals conditioned on the daughter card, the Texas Instruments
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ADS52J90: a device that includes 16 independent ADCs multiplexed
2 : 1 to 32 input channels.
The ADS52J90 resolution can be set to either 10-bit, 12-bit, or 14-
bit, and the supported sampling rate per channel (when operating in
32-channel mode) goes from the absolute minimum of 2.5 MSps, to
a maximum of 50 MSps (at 10-bit resolution), or 32.5 MSps (at 14-bit
resolution).
24 out of the 32 inbound channels are already assigned to sampling
the 8 active-mode signals, 8 passive-mode signals, and 8 feedback sig-
nals. The remaining 8 channels are currently free and may be possibly
used to acquire the data from other sensors.
Clocking will be managed by the Texas Instruments LMK0482X, as
it is currently used on both the Arria V SoC development kit and the
ADS52J90 evaluation module, and there is no real reason to change
it. The converter will operate at two rates: fast for sampling in active-
mode (e. g., 20 MSps), and slow for passive-mode (5 MSps). The sy-
stem may actually scale the clock rather than decimating the sampled
data stream to save power while in passive-mode.
Though fully integrated analog front-ends for ultrasound applica-
tions do exist that provide high-performance multichannel LNAs, fil-
ters, and ADCs (see, for instance, the Texas Instruments AFE58JD32),
they were not considered for this testbench architecture, as it was dee-
med more important to maintain a complete control over the signal
chain at this stage.
5.2 a matter of power
5.2.1 Main Power Bus
A single, 12 V bus bar is planned to power all the daughter cards in
parallel, and the cards themselves are supposed to internally perform
all the conversions needed to supply their own electronics. Since the
daughter cards require a number of different voltage rails, connecting
several external power buses would be problematic for a couple of
reasons:
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• Such power architecture would not be scalable.
• From the point of view of a wired sensor network, increasing
the number of wires should be avoided.
The off-line power supply unit generating the 12 V bus does not have
particular requirements at this time, except that the specified output
voltage range should remain within 10–14 V. The maximum power ra-
ting will be decided upon completion of the daughter card hardware.
5.2.2 Local Power Converters
The initial driver module prototype, described in Section 4.3.1
.
, inclu-
ded a first attempt at providing a high-performance power architec-
ture for the driver power stage, which unfortunately failed at actually
improving the performance.
Apart from the fast transient response requirements, an important
feature that will increase versatility during the experiments is a pro-
grammable output voltage (up to the maximum ±100 V supported
by the pulser chips). Moreover, in order to allow the possibility of
driving the transducers in continuous wave, the high-voltage power
supplies should be able to drop their output to ±5 V, or provide se-
condary, low-voltage supplies that take over in those cases.
The adoption of post-regulators in the high-voltage supply chain
might still be able to improve the transient response, but the cost
in terms of increased system complexity will have to be carefully
considered, as such regulators need to be custom-designed (probably
using discrete components, and thus bulky), and also provide output
voltage programmability.
5.3 software integration
Firmware running on Arria V SoC HPS will be moved from the
current baremetal implementation to a real-time operating system
(RTOS). This upgrade will ease the integration of various software
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components and still guarantee the real-time capabilities required for
a successful coordination between all the daughter cards.
One of the SHM usage scenarios where real-time operation matters
is passive-mode detection and localization. The legacy system descri-
bed in Chapter 3
.
performed the passive-mode tasks with moderate
simplicity thanks to the convergence of all transducer inbound signal
paths to the same data converter. In the Pandora architecture, howe-
ver, the electronics of each transducer are separate, and passive-mode
monitoring becomes a distributed task that must be handled by the
software over a shared physical layer.
Moving away from a baremetal firmware is also an essential step
to safeguard software portability in the future, in the event of an
embedded architecture update.
5.4 card interaction and the backplane
The final piece of the Pandora tesbench architecture is the backplane:
the board that will connect together a collection of daughter card,
allowing them to interact between each other.
The communication module design of the daughter card is strictly
connected to the bus architecture that will be realized on the back-
plane. Given the hybrid topology envisioned for the wired sensor
network, the backplane should in principle be able to set-up arbitrary
virtual circuits between any two (or more) daughter cards by using a
digital cross-bar matrix, thus mimicking an arbitrary interconnection
topology between sensor nodes.
The daughter card communication module will include at least two
independent transceiver, and be able to execute some form of swit-
ching between them. Currently, the inter-card communication proto-
col, that will eventually become the sensor network protocol, has not
been decided.
Powerline communications will be tested on the 12 V bus bar that
supplies all the daughter cards. In order to do so, each card will be
equipped with specific powerline modems.
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Aside from the emulated network infrastructure, the backplane
will also host embedded processor performing the tasks of a base
station. A block scheme is shown in Figure 5.2
.
.
Backplane
Base Station
Module
Transceivers
Powerline
MODEM
Embedded
Processor
12V Bus Bar
Digital Crossbar
Figure 5.2: Early-stage block scheme of the planned backplane.
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T O WA R D S H M S E N S O R N E T W O R K S
While the actual development of a SHM sensor network is a long way
off, this chapter gives an idea of what could be achievable with such
system.
Mixed-Signal
SoC
Signal
Conditioning
Transducer
Driver
Ultrasonic Transducer
Powerline Communication
(a) (b) (c)
Figure 6.1: A possible sensor node design with attached IDT: (a) node block
scheme; (b) node rendering; (c) rendering of a CPV equipped
with a sensor network.
A sensor network deployed on the surface of a test object will bring
back the ability to perform Lamb wave tomography, improving the
technique that was first implemented in the former SHM system [47
.
].
Tomographic techniques have been explored thoroughly in the lite-
rature by using transducer scanning systems [152
.
–155
.
]: in the case
of a sensor network, however, there is an added layer of complexity
connected to the fixed position of the nodes.
Having multiple transducers attached at various points on the tar-
get structure could be exploited as a large-scale distributed transmis-
sion array, with multiple Lamb wave sources transmitting at the same
time [156
.
].
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The presence of smart sensor nodes, and a relatively dense inter-
connection network, can provide some degree of redundancy to the
SHM system, where failing sensor nodes will not compromise the
operation of the system at large. Of course the thickening of the in-
terconnection network goes against the minimum-obstruction policy
that was one of the original goals of the sensor network architecture,
but it is a trade-off that should be considered nonetheless.
From the point of view of harnessing, powerline communications
represent a way to achieve the minimum amount of cabling required
to route the sensor network, albeit at the cost of reduced bandwidth.
A problem that is deeply ingrained in sensor networks that need
to cooperate in the ways described above is how to achieve and main-
tain inter-node synchronization. Although the topic has not been ad-
dressed so far, the problem of synchronization in measurement and
control networks is well known, and will be approached starting from
the provisions of the IEEE 1588 standard [157
.
].
7
A C O N C L U S I O N
The word conclusion might seem a bit misplaced at this point but,
having reached the end of this dissertation, it is only appropriate to
wrap up what has been presented so far.
The work presented in this dissertation covered multiple facets of
the development of a testbench system intended to be a versatile re-
search platform for structural health monitoring. The system was de-
vised as a keystone between pure laboratory research activity, and
real-world applications where sensor network represent the most pro-
mising way to implement structural health monitoring.
The design was approached by trying to follow the most logical
path: one that starts from the target application—performing struc-
tural health monitoring on composite pressure vessels with guided-
wave techniques—continues through the transducers, and finishes
with the design of the instrumentation hardware.
The following sections summarize the main results achieved du-
ring the research activity.
7.1 transducers
Work on the transducers started from interdigital devices made with
piezopolymer film, an existing and proven design already adopted in
prior experiments and projects to generate and receive Lamb waves
on plate-like structures [47
.
].
Additional sensing elements were included on the piezopolymer
film, exploiting the ability of etching arbitrary patterns on the metal
coating [158
.
]: local temperature sensing was made possible through
a resistive temperature device, and a circular element, modeled af-
ter commercial piezoceramic devices, was introduced to allow omni-
directional sensing for impact detection and localization [111
.
].
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The first prototype of an interdigital transducer with independent
finger connection was presented. The new design leverages the mul-
tichannel capabilities that are being built-in the Pandora testbench
system, and will be used as an array for Lamb wave generation.
A new manufacturing process for embedding piezopolymer trans-
ducers inside flex circuits was preliminarily tested. Although the ini-
tial results were quite unsatisfactory, as bonding between PVDF and
polyimide could not be achieved with standard sheet adhesive at low
temperature, the idea has the potential to seamlessly bring together
electronics and piezopolymer transducers.
7.2 testbench system
The Pandora architecture was defined, along with the steps needed to
progress towards the realization of wired sensor networks for struc-
tural health monitoring.
The development process started with the design of a testbench sy-
stem that aimed at emulating the components of a sensor network for
structural health monitoring, and thus needed to integrate electronics
specific to the application (ultrasonic transducer drivers and analog
front-ends).
For what concerns the transmission part, an eight-channel, five-
level class-D transducer driver was designed and tested. The propo-
sed transmitter can generate arbitrary signals with a bandwidth up to
1 MHz and amplitude up to ±96 V using a custom multilevel coding
scheme. Signal generation is handled by an FPGA core that ensure
inter-channel synchronization.
The signal generation technique presented in this dissertation fol-
lowed a somewhat uncommon approach at switch-mode ultrasound
signal generation, and required the design and construction of se-
veral hardware and software components from scratch. Albeit much
work can still be done to address the various problems encountered
during the development, what has been done so far represents a com-
plete proof-of-concept of the proposed technique.
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After investigating the advantages brought by charge-mode interfa-
cing of high-impedance piezoelectric sensors [159
.
], an improved vari-
ant of the differential-input, differential-output charge amplifier was
developed providing 2 TV/C of conversion gain, while maintaining
< 100 Ω input impedance within the 100 kHz–1 MHz bandwidth.
This amplifier only requires a single, 5 V supply rail.
The new charge amplifier was merged in a dual-role analog front-
end alongside a fully-differential instrumentation amplifier: the two
circuits are swapped using analog multiplexers. The proposed analog
front-end, which is a single-channel prototype of the multichannel
signal conditioning module of the Pandora testbench system, also
includes a digital VGA and the anti-aliasing filter / ADC driver.
7.2.1 Improvements Over the Former System
Project Pandora started as a follow up to the prototype SHM system
described in Chapter 3
.
. The testbench system design tried to both
address the limitations described in Section 3.4
.
, and add new features
that could be interesting from a research perspective.
Although still early stage, the architecture envisaged for the new
system will lift one of the most fundamental problems of the former
system: its lack of scalability.
The new transducers improve the versatility in transmission and
reception, opening new possibilities (like separate active-mode and
passive-mode sensing, and phased array excitation) that were previ-
ously precluded.
The transducer driver can handle up to eight channels and allows
true arbitrary waveform generation over a wide bandwidth. None of
this was possible with the previous pulser. The driver module also
provides separate sensing paths for passive-mode and output feed-
back, all having their own connection to the data converter.
The signal conditioning electronics have been diversified with two
kinds of pre-amplifiers, are now completely differential, and provide
improved T/R switching.
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7.3 future work
Chapters 5
.
and 6
.
have described in which direction project Pandora
will be moving to fulfill its original plans. It would be unfair, however,
to claim that the components developed and covered in this disserta-
tion do not need further improvement and refinement. A succinct list
of topics that would benefit from further effort is reported below.
There is a need for the general improvement of PVDF transducer
manufacturing technology, especially in consideration of their envisi-
oned integration with the node electronics. Expanding the PVDF-in-
flex idea can represent a good starting point.
Transitioning to multi-element transducers will lead to re-thinking
both their electrode patterns, as many geometries are now possible,
and their electrical interface, including cabling and connectors, which
have a high risk of becoming too bulky.
The ultrasound driver will need an in-depth study and impro-
vement of its encoding algorithm, which is now elementary, but also,
from a hardware perspective, interesting work could be done on clo-
sing the feedback loop and designing a new, programmable high-
voltage power architecture for the pulsers.
The receiver front-end still presents some details that need fixing,
such as the biasing of the charge amplifier differential stage, which
is now sub-optimal. Putting together a multichannel circuit will be
the logical next step to add another module to the Pandora daughter
card.
7.4 final remarks
Even though the testbench system remains a work-in-progress, and a
wired sensor network is a long way off, most of the design effort was
directed at those that are arguably two of the most important pieces
of the whole architecture: the transmitter, and the receiver.
Using those two essential components, and of course the transdu-
cers, an experimental phase can be started to evaluate and improve
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health monitoring techniques and algorithms, while the development
of the remaining parts of the testbench architecture is carried out in
parallel: the ability to perform some, even elementary experimenta-
tion during the hardware design phase can provide invaluable feed-
back to the designers.
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1 %% PWEncoder for The Arbitrary Waveform Pulser
% Project Pandora - Pietro Giannelli, 2016-2017
% Encodes an arbitrary signal of finite duration into a pulse-width
% stream of arbitrary duty resolution.
6
% Changelog:
% 20161201 - Extended to half bridge (positive-negative)
% 20161202 - Low-level masking correction
% 20161212 - Added encoded stream output (16-bit word)
11 % 20161230 - Added fully differential support w/ 32-bit output
% 20170103 - Added alternate level 1 and 3 encoders
% 20170114 - Using only crossover modulations (no level 2 and 4)
% 20170315 - Added UART communications to PulserElementsSoC [removed]
% 20170330 - Added continuous modulation w/ reduced output range
16 % 20170411 - Added full-dynamic range extension - added file output
clearvars;
%% Output file name
21 output_file='Encoded stream.txt';
%% Pulser configuration parameters
awp8_sysclk = 100e6; % FPGA decoder clock
min_pw=20e-9; % Minimum pulse width
26
%% Encoder parameters
fsys=awp8_sysclk; % Decoder system clock [Hz]
fpwe=fsys/20; % Encoder source sample rate [Hz]
pwe_steps=fsys/fpwe; % Duration of a PWE period in fsys cycles
31 assert(mod(fsys,fpwe) == 0, 'System clock must be a multiple of the sample rate');
% There is also another requirement, that fsys/fpwe be an EVEN number. This
% encoder strongly relies on using 0.5 duty ratios.
assert(mod(pwe_steps,2) == 0, 'Duty quantization must be even');
assert(2*min_pw < 1/fpwe, 'Sample rate is too high for this pulser');
36 Gpre=1; % Pre-processing gain
Opre=0; % Pre-processing offset
% Note: the encoder input dynamic range is [-2;2], corresponding to an
% output of [-2HV;2HV]
41
%% Minimum and maximum duty ratios
208 pulse width encoder
Dmin=fpwe*min_pw;
Dmax=1-Dmin;
% Total number of duty steps (ignoring Dmin, Dmax saturation)
46 Dlev=uint16(pwe_steps);
% Dmin and Dmax in number of duty steps
Dqmin=uint16(ceil(min_pw*fsys));
Dqmax=Dlev-Dqmin;
% Therefore, the final value of encoded duty per switch must be an integer
51 % between Dqmin and Dqmax. 0 and Dlev are also acceptable duties.
% Note that Dqmin is used here to define the thresholds in order to
% avoid inconsistent banding caused by PW quantization errors!
actDmin=double(Dqmin)/double(Dlev);
56 % actDmin will likely be higher than Dmin.
%% Load the source stream from file
% If the source was sampled at rate different from fpwe, it must be
% resampled first!
61 instream=dlmread('CW_for_AWG.txt');
Nsamp=length(instream);
%% Encoder data structures
% Dq - Encoder output matrix
66 % Rows: encoded stream frames (one per input sample)
% Columns: corresponding switch [PP PN NP NN]
Dq=uint16(zeros(Nsamp,4));
%% Encoder core
71 for cx=1:Nsamp
Cs=Gpre*instream(cx)+Opre; % Applying pre-scaling and offset
Cframe=uint16([0 0 0 0]); % Current frame temporary storage vector
% Columns: corresponding switch [PP PN NP NN]
76
% Rectification
if Cs>=0 % The special case where the sample is 0 can be handled by both
pbias=1; % Positive bias true
else
81 Cs=-Cs; % Flip the sample
pbias=0; % Positive bias false
end
% From now on the original polarity of the sample Cs is irrelevant to
% the encoder. The output frame is properly re-assembled later to
86 % account for polarity reversal.
% Switches unused in this polarity need to operate at Dqmin
Cframe(2)=Dqmin;
Cframe(3)=Dqmin;
91
if Cs>2 % Applying upper saturation
Cs = 2;
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end
96 % Here we apply amplitude band-splitting, and use different encoding
% levels depending on the value of Cs.
if Cs>2-4*actDmin % High-range - duty ratios beyond limits!
if (Cs>=2-1*actDmin)
Cframe(1)=Dlev;
101 Cframe(2)=0;
Cframe(3)=uint16((2-Cs)*Dlev); % Push switch 3 (NP) below Dmin
Cframe(4)=Dlev;
elseif (Cs>=2-2*actDmin)
Cframe(1)=uint16((Cs-1+actDmin)*Dlev); % Push switch 1 (PP) over Dmax
106 Cframe(2)=0;
Cframe(3)=Dqmin;
Cframe(4)=Dlev;
elseif (Cs>=2-3*actDmin)
Cframe(1)=Dqmax;
111 Cframe(2)=uint16((-Cs+2-2*actDmin)*Dlev); % Push switch 2 (PN) below
Dmin
Cframe(3)=Dqmin;
Cframe(4)=Dlev;
else
Cframe(1)=Dqmax;
116 Cframe(2)=Dqmin;
Cframe(3)=Dqmin;
Cframe(4)=uint16((Cs-1+3*actDmin)*Dlev); % Push switch 4 (NN) over
Dmax
end
121 elseif Cs>1-2*actDmin % Mid-range
Cframe(1)=uint16((Cs-(1-2*actDmin))*Dlev)+Dqmin; % This switch is adjusted
Cframe(4)=Dqmax; % This switch operates at maximum duty
else % Low-Range
126 Cframe(1)=Dqmin; % This switch operates at minimum duty
Cframe(4)=uint16(Cs*Dlev)+Dqmin; % This switch is adjusted
end
% Apply polarity reversal while writing the results to Dq
131 if pbias
Dq(cx,:)=Cframe; % No polarity reversal needed
else
Dq(cx,1)=Cframe(3); % NP->PP
Dq(cx,2)=Cframe(4); % NN->PN
136 Dq(cx,3)=Cframe(1); % PP->NP
Dq(cx,4)=Cframe(2); % PN->NN
end
end
141
%% Building the output bitstream
210 pulse width encoder
% This output bitstream is built with complementary edge decoding, since
% switches belonging to the same half-bridge are used together within
% one sample period.
146 Dlev=uint32(Dlev); % Converted to uint32 to avoid hitting the 16bit roof!
outstream=uint8(zeros(Nsamp*Dlev,4)); % There are fsys/fpwe bits per encoded
sample
for cx=1:Nsamp
% Switch PP
% Sets to 1 the correct number of clock cycles
151 % Starting from the beginning of the period
frame_start=(cx-1)*Dlev + 1;
frame_end=(cx-1)*Dlev + uint32(Dq(cx,1));
outstream( frame_start:frame_end,1 )=1;
% Switch PN
156 % Sets to 1 the correct number of clock cycles
% Starting from the ending of the period
frame_end=(cx-1)*Dlev + uint32(Dq(cx,2));
outstream( frame_start:frame_end,2 )=1;
% Switch NP
161 % Sets to 1 the correct number of clock cycles
% Starting from the ending of the period
frame_end=(cx-1)*Dlev + uint32(Dq(cx,3));
outstream( frame_start:frame_end,3 )=1;
% Switch NN
166 % Sets to 1 the correct number of clock cycles
% Starting from the ending of the period
frame_end=(cx-1)*Dlev + uint32(Dq(cx,4));
outstream( frame_start:frame_end,4 )=1;
end
171
%% Waveform plotter
figure();
sourc = subplot(3,1,1); % Plotting input sequence
176 plot(0:1/fpwe:(Nsamp-1)/fpwe,instream,'o');
ylim([-2 2]);
xlabel('time [s]');
ylabel('Amplitude');
title('Input sequence');
181
quant = subplot(3,1,2); % Plotting duty-quantized signal
plot(0:1/fpwe:(Nsamp-1)/fpwe,Dq(:,1),'o'); % PP switch
hold on
plot(0:1/fpwe:(Nsamp-1)/fpwe,-double(Dq(:,2)),'o'); % PN switch
186 plot(0:1/fpwe:(Nsamp-1)/fpwe,-double(Dq(:,3)),'o'); % NP switch
plot(0:1/fpwe:(Nsamp-1)/fpwe,Dq(:,4),'o'); % NN switch
ylim([-double(Dlev) double(Dlev)]);
xlabel('time [s]');
ylabel('Duty [on-sysclk-count]');
191 title('Encoded output');
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bstre = subplot(3,1,3); % Plotting output bitstream
plot(0:1/fsys:Nsamp/fpwe-1/fsys,outstream(:,1)); % PP switch
hold on
196 plot(0:1/fsys:Nsamp/fpwe-1/fsys,1.2+double(outstream(:,2))); % PN switch
plot(0:1/fsys:Nsamp/fpwe-1/fsys,2.4+double(outstream(:,3))); % NP switch
plot(0:1/fsys:Nsamp/fpwe-1/fsys,3.6+double(outstream(:,4))); % NN switch
ylim([-0.1 4.7]);
yticks([0 1 1.2 2.2 2.4 3.4 3.6 4.6]);
201 yticklabels({'off','on','off','on','off','on','off','on'})
xlabel('time [s]');
ylabel('Logic level');
title('Bistream output');
206 linkaxes([sourc,quant,bstre],'x');
xlim([0 Nsamp/fpwe]);
%% Encoded file output (decoder-compatible)
211 % Open output file for writing
out_fid = fopen(output_file,'w');
% Output word format:
% 31..24 | 23..16 | 15..8 | 7..0
216 % DRVNN | DRVNP | DRVPN | DRVPP
% Dq(:,4)|Dq(:,3) |Dq(:,2)|Dq(:,1)
for cx=1:Nsamp
binstring = strings(4,1);
221 for cy=1:4
binstring(cy) = dec2hex(Dq(cx,cy),2);
end
datastring = sprintf('%s%s%s%s',binstring(4), binstring(3), binstring(2),
binstring(1));
226 fprintf(out_fid,'%s\n',datastring); % Write current sample
end
fclose(out_fid);
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This appendix includes the soft design of the AWPulser8Decoder FPGA
IP core.
The first table documents the register mapping that can be accessed
from the Avalon-MM bus.
The HDL code printed afterwards was written in a mix of Verilog
and SystemVerilog, and uses an Intel FPGA proprietary embedded
memory core to implement the WrapBuf storage. The instantiation
hierarchy of the various modules is presented in the following list:
• AWPulser8Decoder:
– Avalon_Slave instantiated as AVManager
– Controller instantiated as CTRLi
– PWClockCore instantiated as PWClocker
– Generates 8 PulserChannel:
* WrapBuf instantiated as WBuf
* PWDecoderCore instantiated as PDecoder
* PWDecoderCore instantiated as NDecoder
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awpulser8decoder
1 /******************************************************************************
* AWPulser8Decoder *
* *
* (c)2017, Pietro Giannelli, USCND-UNIFI *
5 *******************************************************************************
* *
* 8-channel synchronous pulse-width decoder for ultrasound. *
* Avalon slave IP core. *
* *
10 *******************************************************************************/
module AWPulser8Decoder
#(parameter Dws=8)
(
// Avalon slave interface signals
15 input clock, reset, read, write,
input [15:0] address,
input [3:0] byteenable,
input [31:0] writedata,
output [31:0] readdata,
20
// Exported signals
// Pulser Drive Signals
output [7:0] drvPP, // P-switch, P-side
output [7:0] drvPN, // N-switch, P-side
25 output [7:0] drvNP, // P-switch, N-side
output [7:0] drvNN, // N-switch, N-side
// Pulser Clock Signals
output [1:0] drvClk,
// Pulser status LEDs
30 output [1:0] statusLEDs,
// Sync
output StreamSync // Pulses at the start of every burst output
// If the pulser is operating CW, pulses at the start of every period
);
35
// Avalon reset MUST be synchronous
wire int_sync_rst;
assign int_sync_rst = reset;
// Operational wire rerouted to the avalon slave submodule
40 wire operational;
// Config register wires
wire [7:0] CSteps; // Holds the number of clock cycles per PW period
wire [8:0] BurstLen; // Number of valid words in the buffers (all of them)
45 wire [7:0] BurstCount; // Number of bursts to perform before stopping
wire [7:0] ChEnable; // Channel enable bits
// command wires
wire bus_trigger;
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wire bus_stop;
50 // Avalon slave module
Avalon_Slave AVManager(
.clock(clock),
.read(read),
.write(write),
55 .address(address),
.byteenable(byteenable), // Currently unimplemented
.writedata(writedata),
.readdata(readdata),
60 .bus_trigger(bus_trigger),
.bus_stop(bus_stop),
.csteps(CSteps),
.burstlen(BurstLen),
.burstcount(BurstCount),
65 .chenable(ChEnable),
.status(statusLEDs),
.operational(operational),
.rst(int_sync_rst)
);
70
// Pulser clocking is disabled
assign drvClk = 2’b11;
// Clock resync signal
wire ctrl_pwclk_rst;
75
// This register is pulsed to terminate the decoders
// (otherwise they will keep decoding the last feed samples).
// IMPORTANT: Need to count CSteps number of cycles AFTER ctrl_pwclk_rst is
asserted
// before asserting terminate. This ensures that the current samples are fully
decoded.
80 reg terminate;
wire [7:0]SSyncP; // Collects the sample syncs to generate the terminate
signal
wire [7:0]SSyncN; // Collects the sample syncs to generate the terminate
signal
wire GSync; // Global sample sync
85 assign GSync = | {SSyncP, SSyncN}; // Reduce all these syncs
reg termwaitcnt; // Waiting for counter done
reg [7:0]termcd; // Count-up register
90 always @(posedge clock)
begin
if (int_sync_rst)
begin
terminate <= 1’b0;
95 termwaitcnt <= 1’b0;
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termcd <= 8’h00;
end
if (terminate)
terminate <= 1’b0; // De-assert terminate after 1 cycle
100 else if (operational && GSync) // When operational captures GSync
begin
termcd <= 8’h00;
terminate <= 1’b0;
termwaitcnt <= 1’b1;
105 end
else if (termwaitcnt) // If it is counting
begin
if (termcd < CSteps) // Counting not done
begin
110 // Count-up
termcd <= termcd + 8’h01;
end
else // Counting done
begin
115 termcd <= 8’h00; // Reset counter
if (~operational)
begin
terminate <= 1’b1; // Kill the decoder when not operational
termwaitcnt <= 1’b0;
120 end
end
end
else
begin
125 terminate <= 1’b0;
termwaitcnt <= 1’b0;
end
end
130 // Sync signal coming out of the clock gen
wire MainSync;
// Instantiation of the PWD sync generator (one feeds all)
PWClockCore #(.Dws(Dws)) PWClocker(
.Sync(MainSync),
135 .CSteps(CSteps),
.SysClk(clock),
.Rst(int_sync_rst || ctrl_pwclk_rst)
);
140 // Tapeout signal to each channel
wire [7:0] tapeout;
// Restart signal to all channels
wire restart;
// Rollback signal from each channel
145 wire [7:0] rollback;
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// Instantiation of the pulser controller
Controller CTRLi(
.clock(clock),
150 .Rst(int_sync_rst),
.Trigger(bus_trigger), // Bus trigger - from Avalon instruction decoder (0
x01[1:0])
.Stop(bus_stop), // Bus stop - from Avalon instruction decoder (0x01[1:0])
.PWSync(MainSync),
.Rollback(| rollback), // rollback is reduced from all the WrapBufs
155 .BurstCount(BurstCount), // Number of bursts to be performed before
stopping
.ChEnable(ChEnable), // Channel enable - from Avalon configuration
register (0x02[7:0])
.tapeout(tapeout), // Tapeout signals to WrapBufs
.restart(restart), // Restart signals to WrapBufs
.pwclockrst(ctrl_pwclk_rst), // Restarts the PWClock generator
160 .operational(operational) // Signals that the decoder is working
);
// Output stream sync is OR’d from every WrapBuf
wire [7:0] burst_sync;
165 assign StreamSync = | burst_sync;
// Generating the correct write enable signal depending on the memory bank
being accessed
reg [7:0] write_wb;
always @(write, address) // This is combinatorial
170 begin
write_wb = 8’h00;
if (write)
begin
write_wb[0] = ((address >= 16’h0007) && (address < 16’h0207))? 1’b1 :
1’b0; // Channel 1
175 write_wb[1] = ((address >= 16’h0207) && (address < 16’h0407))? 1’b1 :
1’b0; // Channel 2
write_wb[2] = ((address >= 16’h0407) && (address < 16’h0607))? 1’b1 :
1’b0; // Channel 3
write_wb[3] = ((address >= 16’h0607) && (address < 16’h0807))? 1’b1 :
1’b0; // Channel 4
write_wb[4] = ((address >= 16’h0807) && (address < 16’h0A07))? 1’b1 :
1’b0; // Channel 5
write_wb[5] = ((address >= 16’h0A07) && (address < 16’h0C07))? 1’b1 :
1’b0; // Channel 6
180 write_wb[6] = ((address >= 16’h0C07) && (address < 16’h0E07))? 1’b1 :
1’b0; // Channel 7
write_wb[7] = ((address >= 16’h0E07) && (address < 16’h1007))? 1’b1 :
1’b0; // Channel 8
end
end
185 generate // Channel logic generation
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genvar cx;
for (cx=0; cx<=7; cx=cx+1)
begin: PulserChannel // Block name
// Connections between buffer and decoders
190 wire [31:0] encdata; // Data transfer between WrapBuf and Decoder
// [31 EncNN 24][23 EncNP 16][15 EncPN 8][7 EncPP 0]
wire sync; // Sync signal from WrapBuf to Decoder
// Instantiation
WrapBuf WBuf(
195 .clock(clock),
.rst(int_sync_rst),
// Here the Avalon slave interface directly connects to the memory
.wr_en(write_wb[cx]), // Externally decoded
.wr_addr(address-(7+512*cx)), // Memory offset is 7 + size * (
channel_id)
200 .wr_data(writedata), // Word size is 32bit (4x8bit encoded words)
.tapeout(tapeout[cx]),
.data_lim(BurstLen),
.restart(restart),
.rollback(rollback[cx]),
205 .rd_data(encdata),
.data_rdy(sync),
.burst_sync(burst_sync[cx])
);
PWDecoderCore #(.Dws(Dws), .Dbs(1)) PDecoder(
210 .PDrv(drvPP[cx]) , // output PDrv_sig
.NDrv(drvPN[cx]) , // output NDrv_sig
.OSync(SSyncP[cx]) , // Output OSync_sig
.PEnc(encdata[7:0]) , // input [Dws-1:0] PEnc_sig
.NEnc(encdata[15:8]) , // input [Dws-1:0] NEnc_sig
215 .CSteps(CSteps) , // input [Dws-1:0] CSteps_sig
.DBSteps(1’b0) , // input [Dbs-1:0] DBSteps_sig
.NLeads(1’b0) , // input NLeads_sig
.Sync(sync) , // input Sync_sig
.SysClk(clock) , // input SysClk_sig
220 .Rst(int_sync_rst || terminate) // input Rst_sig
);
PWDecoderCore #(.Dws(Dws), .Dbs(1)) NDecoder(
.PDrv(drvNP[cx]) , // output PDrv_sig
.NDrv(drvNN[cx]) , // output NDrv_sig
225 .OSync(SSyncN[cx]) , // Output OSync_sig
.PEnc(encdata[23:16]) , // input [Dws-1:0] PEnc_sig
.NEnc(encdata[31:24]) , // input [Dws-1:0] NEnc_sig
.CSteps(CSteps) , // input [Dws-1:0] CSteps_sig
.DBSteps(1’b0) , // input [Dbs-1:0] DBSteps_sig
230 .NLeads(1’b0) , // input NLeads_sig
.Sync(sync) , // input Sync_sig
.SysClk(clock) , // input SysClk_sig
.Rst(int_sync_rst || terminate) // input Rst_sig
);
235 end
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endgenerate
endmodule
avalon_slave
1 /******************************************************************************
* Avalon_Slave *
* *
* (c)2017, Pietro Giannelli, USCND-UNIFI *
5 *******************************************************************************
* *
* Avalon interface for AWPulser8Decoder. *
* *
*******************************************************************************/
10 module Avalon_Slave
(
// Avalon slave interface signals
input clock, read, write,
input [15:0] address,
15 input [3:0] byteenable,
input [31:0] writedata,
output [31:0] readdata,
// Custom module signals
20 output bus_trigger,
output bus_stop,
output [7:0] csteps,
output [8:0] burstlen,
25 output [7:0] burstcount,
output [7:0] chenable,
output [1:0] status,
30 input operational,
input rst
);
// Slave details:
35 // Fixed write latency: 0 cycles
// Fixed read latency: TBD
// Valid addresses: 0x0000 to 0x0005
40 // Registers
reg [1:0] status_register; //0x0000
reg [7:0] channel_en_register; //0x0002
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reg [7:0] pw_length_register; //0x0003
reg [7:0] burst_count_register; //0x0004
45 reg [8:0] burst_length_register;//0x0005
reg bus_triggerR;
reg bus_stopR;
assign bus_trigger = bus_triggerR;
50 assign bus_stop = bus_stopR;
// Static assignments to AWPulser8Decoder
assign csteps = pw_length_register;
assign burstlen = burst_length_register;
55 assign burstcount = burst_count_register;
assign chenable = channel_en_register;
wire [5:0] register_select;
// Address decoder
60 assign register_select[0] = (address == 16’h0000) & read; // read-only
assign register_select[1] = (address == 16’h0001) & write; // write-only
assign register_select[2] = (address == 16’h0002) & (read | write);
assign register_select[3] = (address == 16’h0003) & (read | write);
assign register_select[4] = (address == 16’h0004) & (read | write);
65 assign register_select[5] = (address == 16’h0005) & (read | write);
// Status manager
assign status[0] = ~status_register[0];
assign status[1] = ~status_register[1];
70 always@(posedge clock)
begin
if (rst)
status_register <= 2’b00;
else
75 begin
status_register[0] <= operational;
if (burst_count_register == ’0) // Checks whether we are operating CW
status_register[1] <= 1’b1;
else
80 status_register[1] <= 1’b0;
end
end
// Command manager
85 always@(posedge clock)
begin
if (rst)
begin
bus_triggerR <= 1’b0;
90 bus_stopR <= 1’b0;
end
else if (register_select[1])
begin
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if (writedata[1:0]==2’b01) // Bus triggering
95 begin
bus_triggerR <= 1’b1;
bus_stopR <= 1’b0;
end
else if (writedata[1:0]==2’b10) // Bus stop
100 begin
bus_triggerR <= 1’b0;
bus_stopR <= 1’b1;
end
else // When command is 11 or 00 return to 0
105 begin
bus_triggerR <= 1’b0;
bus_stopR <= 1’b0;
end
end
110 else
begin
bus_triggerR <= 1’b0;
bus_stopR <= 1’b0;
end
115 end
// Configuration writer
always@(posedge clock)
begin
120 if (rst)
begin
channel_en_register <= ’0;
pw_length_register <= ’0;
burst_count_register <= ’0;
125 burst_length_register <= ’0;
end
else
begin
if ((register_select[2]) && write)
130 channel_en_register <= writedata[7:0];
if ((register_select[3]) && write)
pw_length_register <= writedata[7:0];
if ((register_select[4]) && write)
burst_count_register <= writedata[7:0];
135 if ((register_select[5]) && write)
burst_length_register <= writedata[8:0];
end
end
140 reg [31:0] readdataR;
assign readdata = readdataR;
// Readback
always@(posedge clock)
begin
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145 if (rst)
readdataR <= ’0;
else
begin
if (read)
150 begin
case (register_select) // It’s OK if this thing is latched
6’b000001: readdataR[1:0] <= status_register;
6’b000100: readdataR[7:0] <= channel_en_register;
6’b001000: readdataR[7:0] <= pw_length_register;
155 6’b010000: readdataR[7:0] <= burst_count_register;
6’b100000: readdataR[8:0] <= burst_length_register;
endcase
end
end
160 end
endmodule
pwclockcore
1 /******************************************************************************
* PWClockCore *
* *
* (c)2017, Pietro Giannelli, USCND-UNIFI *
5 *******************************************************************************
* *
* NOTES: *
* - Sync is output synchronously with input SysClk *
* - Period is forcefully restarted on sync reset *
10 * - CSteps MUST be even to be compatible with the decoder logic *
* *
*******************************************************************************/
module PWClockCore
#(parameter Dws=8) // Dws: decoder word
15 (
output Sync, // Sync output
input[Dws-1:0] CSteps, // Length of PWE period
input SysClk, Rst // Fast clock and sync reset
);
20
reg[Dws-1:0] CStepsR;
reg[Dws-1:0] DCxR;
reg SyncR; // Output sync register
25 assign Sync = SyncR;
always@(posedge SysClk)
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begin
if (Rst)
30 begin
CStepsR <= CSteps;
DCxR <= ’0;
end
else if (DCxR == CStepsR) // Resetting to 1
35 DCxR <= 1’b1;
else // Increment the counter
DCxR <= DCxR + 1’b1;
if (Rst)
40 SyncR <= 1’b0;
else if (DCxR == 1’b1)
SyncR <= 1’b1;
else
SyncR <= 1’b0;
45 end
endmodule
controller
1 /******************************************************************************
* Controller *
* *
* (c)2017, Pietro Giannelli, USCND-UNIFI *
5 *******************************************************************************
* *
* Decoder controller logic. *
* *
*******************************************************************************/
10 module Controller
(
input clock,
input Rst,
input Trigger, // Starts bursting AND restarts bursting
15 input Stop, // Stops bursting
input PWSync, // From PWClockCore, is redistributed through tapeout
input Rollback, // Fed back from the WrapBufs (OR’d)
input [7:0] BurstCount,
input [7:0] ChEnable, // This signals enable the tapeouts
20 // ChEnable can be changed during operation.
output [7:0] tapeout, //
output restart, // Restarts the WrapBufs (all of them)
output pwclockrst, // Resets the PWClockGen
25 output operational
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);
reg operationalR; // Remains asserted while pulsing
reg [7:0] tapeoutR; // Tapeout is delayed 1 cycle w.r.t. PWSync
30 reg restartR; // WrapBuf restart signal
reg pwclockrstR; // PWClockCore control signal (1=disabled)
assign tapeout = tapeoutR;
assign restart = restartR;
35 assign pwclockrst = pwclockrstR;
assign operational = operationalR;
reg [7:0] BurstCounter; // Counts
// Burst counter logic
40 always@(posedge clock)
begin
if (Rst || BurstCount == ’0)
BurstCounter <= ’0;
else if (operational && Rollback)
45 BurstCounter <= BurstCounter + 8’d1;
else if ((~operational) || restartR) // This counter is also reset when
retriggering
BurstCounter <= ’0;
else
BurstCounter <= BurstCounter;
50 end
// Feeds the PW clock to the selected channels
always@(posedge clock)
tapeoutR <= {8{PWSync}} & ChEnable;
55
// Trigger logic
always@(posedge clock)
begin
60 if (Rst)
begin
operationalR <= 1’b0;
restartR <= 1’b1; // WrapBufs are kept at address 0
pwclockrstR <= 1’b1; // Turns off the PW clock generator
65 end
else if (Trigger && operationalR) // Already running, restart!
begin
operationalR <= 1’b1; // Still busy!
70 restartR <= 1’b1; // WrapBufs are kept at address 0
pwclockrstR <= 1’b1; // Disables the PW clock generator
end
else if (Trigger && ~operationalR) // Start!
75 begin
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operationalR <= 1’b1;
restartR <= 1’b0; // WrapBufs are free to tapeout
pwclockrstR <= 1’b1; // PW clock still off (waiting de-assertion of
trigger)
end
80
else if (operationalR) // Run! Also, check for the stop condition
begin
if (Stop) // Stop the thing!
begin
85 operationalR <= 1’b0; // No longer operational
restartR <= 1’b1; // WrapBufs are kept at address 0
pwclockrstR <= 1’b1; // Turns off the PW clock generator
end
90 else if ((BurstCount != ’0) && (BurstCounter >= BurstCount)) // Stop
the thing!
begin
operationalR <= 1’b0; // No longer operational
restartR <= 1’b1; // WrapBufs are kept at address 0
pwclockrstR <= 1’b1; // Turns off the PW clock generator
95 end
else // Run normally
begin
operationalR <= 1’b1;
100 restartR <= 1’b0;
pwclockrstR <= 1’b0; // Tapeout enabled
end
end
105 else // Do nothing
begin
operationalR <= operationalR;
restartR <= restartR;
pwclockrstR <= pwclockrstR;
110 end
end
endmodule
wrapbuf
1 /******************************************************************************
* WrapBuf *
* *
* (c)2017, Pietro Giannelli, USCND-UNIFI *
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5 *******************************************************************************
* *
* Circular buffer holding the encoded data. *
* *
*******************************************************************************/
10 module WrapBuf
(
// RAM inside has 512 words, meaning we need 9 bit addresses
input clock,
input rst, // Synchronous reset
15
// Filling ports. These are connected directly to the memory
input wr_en,
input [8:0] wr_addr,
input [31:0] wr_data,
20
// Tapeout ports
input tapeout, // When tapeout is de-asserted, last output is retained - THIS
IS THE DECODER SYNC SIGNAL -
input [8:0] data_lim, // Returns to zero when data_lim == internal address
counter
input restart, // Forces return to zero of counter, regardless of data_lim
25 output rollback, // Asserted when output data is last word before rollback.
This signal is one cycle long
output [31:0] rd_data,
output data_rdy, // Data ready signal
output burst_sync // Signal pulsing whenever the first sample is output (pulse
length = 1PWClock)
);
30
reg [8:0] rd_addr; // Internal address counter
reg [31:0] rd_dataR; // Output data register
reg rd_buf; // Read enable signal for the buffer
35 reg rd_latch; // Latches the output memory into the output register
reg rollbackR; // Used to signal the output that a restart has happened
reg data_rdyR; // Used by the next stage to sample rd_data
reg burst_syncR;
40 wire [31:0] buf_out; // Buffer output bus
// Static assignments
assign rollback = rollbackR;
assign rd_data = rd_dataR;
45 assign data_rdy = data_rdyR;
assign burst_sync = burst_syncR;
// Memory instance
RAMBuf buffer( .clock(clock), .data(wr_data), .rdaddress(rd_addr), .rden(
rd_buf), .wraddress(wr_addr), .wren(wr_en), .q(buf_out) );
50
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// Handles the counter address generator
always@(posedge clock)
begin
if (rst || restart)
55 rd_addr <= ’0;
else if (data_rdyR) // The counter is updated after every read and decode
has been performed! (otherwise we would skip 0)
begin
if (rd_addr == data_lim || rd_addr == ’1) // Reached set limit or self
-limit
rd_addr <= ’0; // Rollback!
60 else
rd_addr <= rd_addr + 1’b1; // Increase the counter
end
else // Nothing new under the sun
rd_addr <= rd_addr;
65 end
// Handles the burst sync signal generation
always@(posedge clock)
begin
70 if (rst || restart)
burst_syncR <= 1’b0;
else if (rd_addr == ’0 && data_rdyR == 1’b1) // Toggled on at the first
sample
burst_syncR <= 1’b1;
else if (data_rdyR == 1’b1) // Toggled off at any other data_rdy (just to
be sure)
75 burst_syncR <= 1’b0;
else // Keep
burst_syncR <= burst_syncR;
end
80 // Rollback signal generator
always@(posedge clock)
begin
if (rst || restart)
rollbackR <= 1’b0;
85 else if (tapeout && (rd_addr == data_lim-1 || (rd_addr+1) == ’1))
rollbackR <= 1’b1; // Signal this outside
else
rollbackR <= 1’b0; // Returns to zero
end
90
// Generates the read enable
95 always@(posedge clock)
begin
if (rst)
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rd_buf <= 1’b0;
else if (tapeout) // Starts reading
100 rd_buf <= 1’b1; // Causes buffer read at next clock cycle
else
rd_buf <= 1’b0; // Returns to 0
end
105 // Generates the latch data output
always@(posedge clock)
begin
if (rst)
rd_latch <= 1’b0;
110 else if (rd_buf) // Buffer output has been updated
rd_latch <= 1’b1;
else
rd_latch <= 1’b0;
end
115
// Actually does the data output latching
always@(posedge clock)
begin
if (rst)
120 rd_dataR <= ’0;
else if (rd_latch) // Latch the buffer at the output
rd_dataR <= buf_out;
else
rd_dataR <= rd_dataR;
125 end
// Asserts data ready on output latching
always@(posedge clock)
begin
130 if (rst)
data_rdyR <= 1’b0;
else if (rd_latch) // Decoder has valid data
data_rdyR <= 1’b1;
else
135 data_rdyR <= 1’b0;
end
endmodule
pwdecodercore
1 /******************************************************************************
* PWDecoderCore *
* *
* (c)2017, Pietro Giannelli, USCND-UNIFI *
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5 *******************************************************************************
* *
* NOTES: *
* - Sync (PWE period) is generated externally, and MUST BE synchronous with *
* SysClk. Otherwise nothing works *
10 * - Decoder is disabled while Rst high *
* - Sync signal is ONE SysClk tic long *
* - NLeads=1 means N-switch operates leading-edge *
* *
*******************************************************************************/
15 module PWDecoderCore
#(parameter Dws=8, Dbs=4) // Dws: decoder word, Dbs: deadband word
(
output PDrv, NDrv, // Decoded PWM outputs
output OSync, // Output sync signal
20 // Data inputs
input[Dws-1:0] PEnc, // Encoded duty positive switch
input[Dws-1:0] NEnc, // Encoded duty negative switch
// Configuration inputs
input[Dws-1:0] CSteps, // Length of PWE period
25 input[Dbs-1:0] DBSteps, // Length of deadband (currently unused)
input NLeads, Sync, SysClk, Rst
);
reg[Dws-1:0] PEncR; // Registered P encoded stream word
30 reg[Dws-1:0] NEncR; // Registered N encoded stream word
reg[Dws-1:0] CStepsR; // Registered length of PWE period
reg[Dbs-1:0] DBStepsR; // Deadband length. Not yet implemented.
reg OSyncR; // Output signal synchronous to start of PW decoded output
35 assign OSync = OSyncR;
// Submodule interconnects and instances below
wire PDec, NDec; // Outputs from decoders, feed to LUT
wire PLSync, NLSync; // These are delayed before output (to account for LUT
delay)
40 wire[Dws-1:0] PCount; // P counter output
wire[Dws-1:0] NCount; // N counter output
// Parametrized constants
parameter[Dws-1:0] UPCntStart = {{(Dws-1){1’b0}},1’b1}; // Used to reset the
decoder counter to 1
45
// P-Switch decoder logic
UDCounter #(.Cws(Dws)) PDecCx(.COut(PCount), .LSync(PLSync), .LoadUp(
UPCntStart), .LoadDn(CStepsR), .En(~Rst), .Load(Sync), .UDb(~NLeads), .
SysClk(SysClk));
CmpDec #(.Cws(Dws)) PDecCmp(.PWDec(PDec), .Enc(PEncR), .Cnt(PCount));
50 // N-Switch decoder logic
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UDCounter #(.Cws(Dws)) NDecCx(.COut(NCount), .LSync(NLSync), .LoadUp(
UPCntStart), .LoadDn(CStepsR), .En(~Rst), .Load(Sync), .UDb(NLeads), .
SysClk(SysClk));
CmpDec #(.Cws(Dws)) NDecCmp(.PWDec(NDec), .Enc(NEncR), .Cnt(NCount));
// Output LUT logic
55 ClampLUT PDLUT(.OutP(PDrv), .OutN(NDrv), .InP(PDec), .InN(NDec), .SysClk(
SysClk));
// Sync delayer
always@(posedge SysClk)
begin
60 if (Rst)
OSyncR <= 1’b0;
else if (PLSync | NLSync)
OSyncR <= 1’b1;
else
65 OSyncR <= 1’b0;
end
// Input and configuration registers
always@(posedge SysClk)
70 begin
if (Rst)
begin
// Clearing the inputs
PEncR <= ’0;
75 NEncR <= ’0;
CStepsR <= ’0;
DBStepsR <= ’0;
end
else if (Sync)
80 begin
// Latching the inputs
PEncR <= PEnc;
NEncR <= NEnc;
CStepsR <= CSteps;
85 DBStepsR <= DBSteps;
end
else
begin
// Keep the data
90 PEncR <= PEncR;
NEncR <= NEncR;
CStepsR <= CStepsR;
DBStepsR <= DBStepsR;
end
95 end
endmodule
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// MODULE BELOW IS CURRENTLY UNUSED
100 // module AlignmentMux
/* Used to select the correct decoded output.
* This module has a registered output.
*/
// (
105 // output DOut, // Selected PWM output
// input Sel, // Mux selector (0: selects Lead, 1: selects Trail)
// input SysClk, // Register clock
// input Lead, Trail // Leading and trailing-edge decoded stream
// );
110
// reg DOutR;
// assign DOut = DOutR;
// always@(posedge SysClk)
115 // case (Sel)
// 0: DoutR <= Lead;
// 1: DoutR <= Trail;
// default DoutR<=1’b0;
// endcase
120
// endmodule
module ClampLUT
/* Converts 00 in 11 to activate the pulser clamp.
125 * This module has a registered output.
*/
(
output OutP, OutN,
input InP, InN,
130 input SysClk
);
reg[1:0] OutReg;
assign OutP = OutReg[0];
135 assign OutN = OutReg[1];
always@(posedge SysClk)
case ({InN, InP})
0: OutReg<=’1; // Enables active clamp
140 1: OutReg<=2’b01;
2: OutReg<=2’b10;
3: OutReg<=2’b00; // Leaves pulser in Hi-Z
default: OutReg<=’1;
endcase
145
endmodule
module UDCounter
/* Synchronous up/down-counter with dual load ports
fpga pulse width decoder 233
150 * Counter will load the inputs upon wrap-around!
* NOTE: for proper operation counter should be loaded with
* either 1 on up or PWE on down.
*/
#(parameter Cws=8)
155 (
output[Cws-1:0] COut,
output LSync, // Load sync signal
input[Cws-1:0] LoadUp, // Value loaded when counting up
input[Cws-1:0] LoadDn, // Value loaded when counting down
160 input En, Load, UDb /* Counts up when 1, down otherwise */,
input SysClk
);
reg[Cws-1:0] CxR; // Counter register
165 assign COut = CxR;
reg LSyncR; // Load sync register
assign LSync = LSyncR;
170 always@(posedge SysClk)
begin
if (Load) // Load dominates over En
begin
LSyncR <= 1’b1;
175 if (UDb) // Load counter from different sources
CxR <= LoadUp;
else
CxR <= LoadDn;
end
180 else if (En)
begin
LSyncR <= 1’b0; // Clear Lsync
if (UDb) // Counting up
begin
185 if (CxR == ’1) // Counting over
CxR <= LoadUp;
else
CxR <= CxR+1’b1;
end
190 else // Counting down
begin
if (CxR == {{(Cws-1){1’b0}},1’b1}) // Counting over at 1
if (LoadDn == ’0)
CxR <= {{(Cws-1){1’b0}},1’b1}; // This is done because
LoadDn could be 0
195 else
CxR <= LoadDn; // If LoadDn >= 1 it can be loaded
else
CxR <= CxR-1’b1;
end
234 fpga pulse width decoder
200 end
else // Retain current state
begin
CxR <= CxR;
LSyncR <= 1’b0; // Clear Lsync
205 end
end
endmodule
210 module CmpDec
/* Pulse width decoder
* Assumptions: UpCounter starts from 1 and DnCounter
* starts from PWE. Leading or trailing output is decided by
* the direction of the counter.
215 * This module is purely combinatorial, expecting registers
* in parent module.
*/
#(parameter Cws=8)
(
220 output PWDec,
input[Cws-1:0] Enc, // Encoded word
input[Cws-1:0] Cnt // Input form counter
);
225 reg PWDecR;
assign PWDec = PWDecR;
always@(Enc, Cnt)
if (Cnt<=Enc)
230 PWDecR = 1’b1;
else
PWDecR = 1’b0;
endmodule
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